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IN'IRODUCTION 
Seeds from plants of various kinds have always been used as a food. 
Prior to the discovery of America the standard European crops were 
wheat, oats, barley, laillet and rye» Of these wiieat vras the staple used 
extensively by all European peoples. With the discovery of America came 
new kinds of food such as Indian com or maize, potatoes, and squash. 
Prior to this tiwa tliore was growing in northern China, and par-
ticularly in the province of Manchuria, a plant knovm by tlio name of 
"Soja bean," the seed from which was the primary food in that part of the 
world. Tlie only vegetable oil known to the people who inhabited this 
portion of the earth was -Uiat which was obtained from soybeans. Both the 
oil and the beans were prepared in many forms for human consumption. The 
plant, today known as the soybean, is now grcwn all over tho world, and 
, its seeds are becoming te,oreasingly important. 
Soybeans were first brought into this country in 1804 for use primarily 
as a stock food. In 1908 fluctuation in the price of linseed oil, caused 
by a v^lt which infected the flax plant, brought about the investiga­
tion of soybean oil as a substitute. Since then the rapid rise in soybean 
production has been one of the most striking agriculttiral developnients 
in the United States, The production in the United States was 5,000,000 
bushels in 1920} 10,527,000 bushels in 1934j and 211,500,000 bushels in 
194E (59). 
There are several reasons for this increase in tho production of 
soybeans. The plant being a legume adds nitrogen to the soil, thus rnaking 
it a valuable plant in crop rotation# It leaves the soil loose and in 
very good condition, and it will grov/ on almost any kind of soil. The 
seed of the soybean plant, because of its higji oil and protein content, 
has become the basis of one of the most rapidly growing industries in 
the United States. At present more ttian fifty mills, including a few 
cottonseed oil mills, are processing soybeans; more than fifty concerns 
are manufacturing soybean food products and soybean flour; and hundreds 
of factories are producing various industrial materials containing soybean 
products. 
Soybean oil after being refined is an excellent edible product. 
Tliis was its most important use in 1935. Over 50,000,000 pounds, or 
about fifby per cent of the total produced, were used for "compounds" smd 
lard substitutes. Ihe paint and varnish industries were the next major 
users, consuming a total of 13,000,000 pounds in 1935 (l). Soybean oil 
has not yet been developed to the point -where it can completely replace 
linseed oil in paint. According to Herberer (27), it plays a definite 
role of its ovm in that it forms a more elastic and tougher paint film 
without affecting -tJie drying time or strength. 
The meal, or naterial left after "tiie bean has been freed of oil, con­
tains a high percentage of protein matter, naldng it valuable as a sub­
stitute for meat scraps in all kinds of stock end poultry foods. Hie 
plastic industry is now using soybean meal extensively-without further 
refining (57). The protein is taken from the meal and put to inaiy uses, 
including sizing of paper and gluing of plywood end other materials (45). 
Soybeans contain 1.5 to 3»0 per cent of the phosphatide lecithin, 
making, it an excellent souroo of this material. Lecithin is valuable as 
a food end as an emxilsifying agent, thus inakinf; its recovery of com­
mercial significance. 
There are tvfo general mothode of aeparntine tlie oil from the raealj 
the pressure extraction method and the solvent extraction method. In a 
comparison of tlie preaoure extraction system and solvent extraction 
system Meyerweissflog (42) tnelcos tVie statement that no pressure method 
used to date hag suooeoded in lowering the oil content of the bean below 
five per cent. Tlius at least twenty-five per cent of the oripiiual oil is 
residual vrlth the nieal and is sold at approximately one sixth tlio price 
of the oil, a decided disadvantage from eui economic standpoint. ITie 
solvent extraction system ia capable of decreasinf, the oil content to 
five tenths of ono per cent, and has the added advtmtage of lower power 
costs than the pressure system. 
Tlie solvent extraction system also has its disadvantages, the most 
outstaiijding of which is the explosiveness of tlxe aolvonts wixich have 
bean used. Two disastrous explosions occurred in 1935 in soybean oil 
extraction planbs where petroleum solvents were used as an extraction 
medium. After only six hours of operation, a plant near Momence, Illinois, 
exploded, killing two persans and injuring two otliers (6). Tlie Chicago 
plojit of the (jlidden Company was tlio second to explode, causing the death 
of eleven people and injuring 45 (6). The loaa of property in these two 
explosions was also a serious item, amounting to millions of dollars. 
Another major loss was the effect upon the soybean industry. Progress 
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in this industry vfas naturally slowed down because of these disasters. 
Inexperienced operators in charge of the Momence plant may have been 
partly responsible for that accident, but in the Glidden plant all 
usual precautions had presumably been talcen. Thus it appears that an 
explosive solvent is aa ever present danger* 
• \ 
Some work has been dono on the use of nonexplosive solvents, par­
ticularly chlorinated hydrocarbons, for soybean oil extraction. Carbon 
tetrachloride is a i;t;ood solvent for the oil, but has the undesirable 
property of corroding metal (55). Ethylene diohloride is a good solvent. 
It causes no corrosion but is slightly flaTrenable. 'lYichloroethylene is 
nonflammable, practically noneorrosive, and an excellent solvent. It, 
tlierefore, offers great possibilities in the field of solvent extraction. 
The operating conditions for the optimum behavior of a continuous, coxmter-
current, countergravity extraction plant using trichloroethylene as a 
solvent will be discussed in this paper. 
RLVIH»' OF LITMIATURE 
Presatire Methods 
Acoording bo Sweeney and Arnold (55), who give a detailod description 
of pressuj'e methods of extraction, primitive oil presses to remove oil 
from BoybeeriH have becjn in operation in Manchuria for centuries althouf'h 
in more recent years the hydraulic preso has been utilized for this 
purpose. The principle is the same in all cases, involvlnp; first, tJie 
preparation of the seed by grinding; and cooking and second, the forcing 
out of tho oil froKi the ruptured oil colls by the application of pressure. 
The hydraulic press iiiothod of removing tho oil froin the bean is very 
inefficient end costly and has boeoi replaced in part by tho expeller 
method. The oxpellor itself viorks on a principle similar to that of a 
moat grinder. Tho beans are subjected to the and tlirust of a pov/erful 
sorovr or worm, mounted on a steel shaft which rotates within a slo"cted 
conical cage. Usually several vrorm flights are used, bein^ so arran{;ed 
aa to give a gradually increasing pressi^ro as tho beans move toward the 
outlet. Tho oil is forced out throuf^ the slots in the cage, and the 
meal is forced through "tiie conical ond of the cylinder into a hopper. 
As has been pointed out (42) noitlier the expoller nor the hydraulic 
press reduces the oil content of the meal below five per cent. This fact, 
coupled with the great labor expense of the hydraulic press method and 
the hip;h power requirements of the oxpeller method, indicates that 
porhape all pressure methods will be superseded by solvent extraction 
plants. 
Both Bvwoney and Arnold (55) and Meyervfoissf log (4E) state that 
solvent extraction is a cheaper method of removing the oil from the bean 
than pressure methods, lioth oil and meal produced by the extraction 
method are oq^ual in quality to those produced by pressure methods. 
The Solvent Extraction Systems 
Volatile solvent extraction began in 1855 (9) when a French patent 
was granted to Deiss, for the use of carbon bisulfide in the removal of 
grease from bones and wool. The following year Deiss added additional 
claims to his patent covering extraction of oil from any oil bearing 
seed by use of the sanie solvent. The discovery of petroleum offered new 
solvents to the wrld, and iii 1864, Irvine, Richardson, and Lundi first 
used gasoline as a solvent for oils. Hydrocarbons have been used ex­
tensively since that time for the extraction of oil from oil boarinR 
materials. 
Solvent extraction systems have undergone considerable development 
since the time of Deiss and many devices of varying kinds have been used. 
The simplest of tliese dovioea is a covered kettle in which the material 
to be extracted is placed. It is covered with solvent and agitated for 
somo time. Tlie solvent oil mixtwa is then drained from the kettle and 
the solvent evaporated, leaving an oil residue. The meal is v/ashed with 
fresh solvent, and when sufficiently free from oil, is partially freed 
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frora its solvent lioating. Any solvent residual in the meal after 
heating is removed by steaiiniing« 
Several sys berna have been patterned after the simple one described 
above. Sweeney and Arnold (55) gave detailed dosorijjtions of the 
stationary, large scale Soxhlet, and the rotary systems, whieli are mod­
ifications of -Uie above method. 
'.rhe stationaiy system consists of a large drum, suitable ag;itators, 
solvent inlet, and mi outlet for the solvent oil mixture, Tlio extractable 
material is placed in the drum end solvent oirculatod over it vurbil the 
extraction is complete. The solvent is separated from the oil by dis­
tillation o.nd from the meal by heating and steaming. The largo scale 
Soxlilet system allov^s-the solvent to vajjorizo, condense, flow tlirouf:h the 
extraotablo material and then into the vaporizing; diainbor in a manner 
similar to tiiat iu the laboratory Soxhlet extraotor used for determination 
of oil or fat. In the rotary ayutem, horizontal, steam jacketed rotating 
drums are used to secure agitation. The drvims are charged periodically, 
throu^ man holes, vdth beans aiid solvent, and then rotated to produce a 
mixing action. When equilibrium has been reached the oil solvent mixture 
is drained off and HOT/ solvent added, lljis process is repeated until 
the desired oil content in the meal is reached. Tlie oil and solvent are 
then separated by distillation and the solvent removed from the meal by 
heatjjig and steoming or heating in a vacuum. 
Satow (51) used tiie rotary drum type of extractor satisfactorily on 
soybean a after designing a new steam- and vacuum-tiglit stufllng box. Pre­
viously this extractor had not been successful because the stuffing boxes 
had a tendency to leak. 
Vihiton (65), in 1926, euggoated tliat tlie Soxhlet typo extractor 
aliould bo used for cotton seed oil extraction. He proposed that an 
extractor of not more than 5,000- or 6,000-pound capacity bo used. He 
gave the follorfing advantages for this typo of extractorj no moving 
parts, no pumps or agitatore, proper size of machine, operation independent 
of tho other extractors, no expensive technical oupervision, and in 
general the most practical type of extractor. He predicted that -witViin 
the next ten years many cottonseed oil plonta will be using thio type 
of extractor• 
Contrary to %iton»s prediction the increasing number of uses for 
vegetable oils, especially soybean oil, in the last decade has neces­
sitated tho adoption of more efficient methods of extraction. The con­
tinuous method has, therefore, come into existence and v;ill probably 
displace all other methods, especially for large scale operation. 
Richert (49) says that tho pioneers in soybean oil extraction were 
the Haasa mills in Hamburg, Germany. They have continually increased 
their capacity until they now process as high as 1,200 tons per day, an 
amount equal to the entire 1934 crop of soybeans in the United States. 
It is obvious that a continuous system ia necessary for capacities of 
this magnitude. 
The extractors at the Hansa mills are of the continuous counter-
current type and th^ method used is knovm as the Hansa Mills system. 
The system consists of a aeries of taslcets fastened to on endless rotating 
oliain in a large tank. The baskets always rei/iain upright until they are 
tilted or tipped. The baskets filled vdth beans pass down througji the 
solvent, vihioh is containod 3ja ono side of the tank, nnd up tho other 
sido where tJiey are inot by frofih solvent. Tho solvent oil mixture is 
removed from the sjisitora at the point v/hore fresh beans enter. The meal 
is dumped from, tho baskets by means of a trip and is conveyed throuph a 
series of driers which remove tho solvent. The Central Soya Company is 
operating aji extractor of this type dt Deoatur, Indiana, 
The fioehin Hyatem of extraction (30) consists of a set of vertical 
extractor a ao arranj^ed in stages that one is above the other in a joint 
casing. Tho extractablo material liea at the bottoTii on a sieve and tho 
solvent is allowod to trioklo tlirout-h it. Tho stages are ao arrcurif.ed 
that each luay dump its charge of beans into the one bolovf and receive 
another charge from the one above. The boans enter the ayatom at tho 
top, pass dovm throu[^h and are removed at the bottom. T]io system is 
made count ere ur rent by an arrangomont of pumps and pipe lines which 
pumps solvent, rich in oil, over fresh material, and fresh solvent over 
material nearly exhausted of oil. 'ihe solvent and oil are separated in 
the usual manner . 
Flumrrerfelb (5t5) patented a process for solvent extraction. Flaked 
beans pass through a conveyor into a tank containing solvent. Tlia meal 
is vdtJ^dravjn from the other end of the tank by a screw conveyor through 
which fresVi solvent is flowing, thereby making the oystoni countercurrent. 
Ihe meal is tJien passed throug;lj. a drying; ohamber VDViore tlie solvent is 
vuporiaod, r«id the oil solvent mixture is processed in the usual v;ay, 
Ihe Ford system of extraction was described by Taylor (57)» The 
extraction chamber consisted of a lonjj pipe one foot in diameter. It 
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slopsd on a ten dogreo angle from the horizontal, and was lovrer at the 
feed end# The material movement was made positive by tho use of a 
screw conveyor. The solvent entered at a point approximately half way 
betv/een tho tvj-o ends of the pipe, flov^ed coimteroiirrent to the beans and 
left at a point near tho bean entronce. Only a part of the inclined tube 
ims used for extraction space; the renttininE portion v/as steam ;5ackQted 
and used as a drier. The partially dried meal passed from the hif,h end 
of the extractor into a steamer \&)ere the final traces of solvent vrero 
removed. Tivo of those units ore in operatiorz at Saline, Miohican, each 
having a capacity of six tons per 24 hours . Two are in operation at 
Milan, Michifian, having the same capacity, and two are in operation at 
tho Kiver Roupe plant in Dearborn, Mic?iigan, each hftvin};; a cjapaoity of 
26 tons per 24 hours. 
nighouse (8) described another continuous countorourrent extraction 
system, in vfhich a vertical pipe, fitted with a screw conveyor, passed 
dovm tlu'ough a vertical tank, llie extracted material left the system 
through this screw. The tank \va8 kept about half full of solvent at all 
times. The beans were fed in with a second screv/ conveyor and allowed to 
fall dov^n tlirough the solvent by {gravity, then removed by tho vertical 
screw. Tho fresh solvent was fed in through tho center pipe, making; the 
system counterourrenb. 
Meyorweissflog (<L2) states that the beet known system in operation 
in the United States •vvas the Ifildebrundt system. The Archer-Doniels-
Midland Company, of Minneapolis, Minnesota, has one unit in operation at 
its Chicago plant and the tilidden Company of Cleveland, Ohio, has another 
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in opera-bion at its Chicago plant. 'Ilie Clinton Company of Clinton, lovja, 
also has one in operation extracting oil froni corn germs. In this system 
the flaked beans are fed in throug^i one leg of a U-shaped cylinder by 
means of a perforated screv/ conveyor. Solvent is fed in through the 
other leg and flows counteroui-rent to the beans, leaving the extractor 
near t}ie point of bean entrance. The meal is heated to remove the 
isolvent, and tiie oil-solvent mixture is separated by means of distillation. 
BxOraction Solvents 
The first solvent used in tho extraction industry, carbon-bisulfide, 
was used oxtensivoly in the southern part of Europe (2) until development 
of petroleim j^ave rise to nev? solvontc. Sweeney and Arnold (55) classify 
0olvout!3 used for extraction into throo throwst flammable, aemiflommable, 
and nonf loiOTable. 
Flairjiiablo solvents are petroleum ether, gasoline (both 
ordinary varieties and specially refined solvent gasolines), 
otlior, bonzol, carbon disulfide, and acetone. P?thyl©ne 
diohloride is an example of semiflainniabl© solvents since it 
i[;nites only under conditions which are not usually mot in 
practice. In -iliis class there are also numerous mixtures of 
flami'iable solvents -with nonflaramablo ones; the latter beinp; 
added in such portions as to make the mixture not readily 
flaiiirnable • The nonflammable solvents are prinoipnlly those 
containing dilorine, such as trichloroethyleno, carbon 
tetracililor ide, and triohloroothano. 
A special fraotion of gasoline is tho most common solvent used today. 
Ordinary gasoline, used as motor fuel, is usually xuiGntiafaotory for 
extraction purposes because of its wide boiling range, v/hioh makes it 
difficult to remove tho solvent from the oil and meal. 
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Tha following comparison of the extraotion pov/ers of various solvents, 
based on carbon bisulfide havinpj a valuo of 100, is fr^-von by Satow (51) i 
Solvent Extraction Powor 
Carbon bisulfide 100.00 
IJUior 93.61 
Gasoline (B. p. - 75° C.) 81.28 
Carbon totrachloride 63.82 
He doos not recoramend the use of carbon bisulfide because of its flam-
mability emd high oost, but reconimende gasoline because of its cheapness. 
Ibe value of various solvents in soybean oil extraction was studied 
by V/ebber (64), He stated that methyl, ethyl, iso-propyl, K-buiyl, and 
amyl alcohols gave higjh. yields of oil, vfere easily removed from the oil, 
and extracted tho oil easily. Their disadvantages were ttiat thoy are 
flammable and toxio in varying degrees. He also stated that they were 
expensive, especially those boiling; at a temperature higher than ethyl 
alcohol, and that thoy tended to give a dark oil. Diohloroethylene and 
trichloroethylene v/ere found to be good extracting solvents and were 
reoojiinended because of -their nonflammability euid the good grade of oil 
which they produced. 
Fergason (19) studied the use of trichloroethylene for the extrac­
tion of soybean oil and found it to be a very good solvcmt. It was non­
flammable , extracted the oil more rapidly than any other solvent tried, 
did not extract extraneous matter, could be removed completely from the 
meal, and did not corrode steel. 
•"IS" 
13ard and Millor (7) extierimonted v.lth a inixttire of vater and butanol 
as n solvent, for soybean oil. Ihoy found that it would dissolve the oil 
\vh«n Jiob, and then upon cooling sopai-ate into tvro phases, ono of v;liich 
was rich in oil. Thoy reported tliat a good j;rad0 of oil was obtained by 
tliis iiBthod. 'Hie mixturo was not toxic and waa not as flajmnahle as 
gasolino. 
Li, icing and Lin (i35) stated that oil and fat in the soybean con bo 
oxtractod by chloroform, other, carbon bisulfide, carbon tetrachloride, 
gasoline, beuzeno, or a wixturo of gasoline and alcohol. 'I'll© mixture is 
tho beat solvent. 
Since trichloroethylone was used as a solvent in these laboratory 
studios a disoussion of ita history aa a solvent will be f^ivon. 
An articlo appeared in Chemical Age (3) discuasini^ the properties 
of chlorinated hydrocarbona, The follovvinjj quotation from the article 
concerns trichloroethylenoi 
Trichloroethylen© is the most important member of the 
chlorinated hydrocarbon ^roup. It is almost the ideal solvent 
and may therefore be takeai here to illustrate the coininercial 
uses of the vJiole series, which have been manufactured on a 
large scale since 1903. Triohloroethylene has been used 
suooessfully for oil extraction for 20 years, during which 
time its iianufacture has been greatly improved. 
A disadvantage which has been suggosted by some ^v^^ters and experi­
menters is that trichloroethylena is somewhat toxic. Stuber (54) pub­
lished an article on thiB sub;jeot reviewing 204 oases of poisoning, 26 
of which were fatal. Even though the author points out that light forms 
of poisoning may be quite common end will only rarely be reported, serious 
accidents are not frequent and all too often are the result of careless 
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handlirifj and poor installation of machinery and inadequate ventilation* 
Furthermore, it should bo emphasized that in many instances the poison­
ing roaultod from hRncllin{^ a mixtiore of wliioh trichloroetliylene v/as only 
one constituent; and finally it ehould be pointed out that up to a few 
years ago the purity of the technical product v;as not of as hiiv,h a stand­
ard as it is at present. 
Since 1931 seven additional fatal accidents have been reported in 
the literature. Koch (33) reported a case of an individual wiio died from 
narcosis caused by gross njepligence in handling the material. Pfreimbter 
(48) reported a similar case vdiore a v.-orlonan handled "E-Stoff," a material 
containing trichloroethylene , in a tank v.'iili out adequate protection. 
Vallee and Lecleroq (60) reported a fatal accident in which a v/orlonan 
inhaled trichloroethylene vapors from a paint for five hours on tc.'o con­
secutive days. He shovred ay.aptoms of "intoxication" on the evening of 
the second day and was later found dead by his neighbors. This patient, 
according to the autliora, hwd been sufferinf;, previously from in,juries of 
the liver, so that the autopsy findings v4iioh shov/ed conj^estion and edema 
of the lungs, uiultiplo small hemorrhaeoB of the pleura, and fatty 
degeneration of the liver, connot be credited exclusively to the effects 
of trichloroethylene. It also appears not to have been definitely 
established what volatile coiupounds other tlian trichloroethylene may 
have been in the paint, 'iliree additional fatalities were reported by 
Ilolatein (20). 'iVo of tliese patients died as a direct effect of 
naroosis, wliereas the third, a vAsman, died from septicemia as a con­
sequence of an infection of the burns caused by trichloroethylene# 
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Hansen (26) reported one fatal accident from the inhalation of tri-
ohloroethylene mpors, developed at elevated temperatures in a closed 
room. The pulmonary edema obsejrved in this case was not very marked 
and triohloroethylene could be isolated from different organs. Since 
this patient was suffering; from extensive tuberculosis, the question 
v/hether or not this was a contributing factor is open to discussion. 
Matruchot (37) offered a list of materials and attempted to olasaify 
them as to relative toxicities. He gave triohloroethylene a rating of 
one and on it bases the toxicity of the other solvents, using that figure 
as the basic unit. The list follows: 
Triohloroethylene 1.0 
Perohloroethylene 1.4 
Dichloroethylene 1.5 
Dichloroethane 1.6 
Benisene (pure) 2.5 
Carbon tetrachloride 2.6 
Benzene (90jS) 2.8 
Chlorofonn 4.7 
Triohlorethane 5.0 
Tetrachlorethane 6,0 
It is convenient to group the solvents, by consideration of their 
physiological action into classes of varying degrees of danger in a v/ay 
similar to that in whioh the degree of flammability has been classified 
by flash point limits. Attempts have been made to attain this end from 
several points of view. A claosification of this type should be studied 
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vory carefully before placing too much confidence in its accuracy. One 
solvent inoy be an irritant, ono a narcotic and yet another one causing 
fmictional injury to the laervous system. Other solvents might produce 
some combination of the above physiological actions. It is difficult 
to group the above solvents into a comparative classification, unloss 
they are classified according to the type of action on the organism. 
In this event one product would liavo to bo placed in several classes, 
and one i-Jould occupy different degroea of importance in each. 
It appears, therefore, that "the acuto toxic action of trichloroethylene 
consists mainly in a depression of the central nervous Byctom v^iich may 
be of short duration follov/ed rapidly by complete recovery but which may 
easily become fatal if the patient is not immediately removed from ex­
posure. Bichert (18) reported two cases of acute medicinal trichloro­
ethylene poisoning which diowed all symptoms of an acute psychosis with 
rapid and complete recovery. 
Carrieu (13), Nuclc (44), Pfreimbter (4B) and llolstein (29) have 
reported that trichloroethylene, if handled improperly, is liable to 
cause injury to the skin, resulting in irritation and even blister forma­
tion. Oettel (46) studied the irritation effect of dichloroethylene and 
trichloroetl'iylene on the human skin. He found tiiat after 5 minutes con­
tact, both caused slight burning ^iiich reached its maximum af-ber 10 
minutes and after an additional 5 minutes anesthesia becarao manifest* 
Exposure for 5 hours caused small blisters on the edge of the exposed 
zone. It should always bo remembered that trichloroethylene is an ex­
cellent fat solvent, and that it will remove the protective fat film 
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from the skin and render the latter susceptible to seccndary skin 
infootiono• 
Several nonfatal cases caused from handling trlchloroetViylene • 
reported since 1929 are shovm in Table 1. 
Dhors (IG) pointed out aiat poisonous symptoms are noticed after 
several hours of exposure, and tliat the vapor concentration deterjnines 
•whether the aymptoms are mild or acute. He said that the vapors i.;ive a 
pleasant sensation and may establiah a habit inakinp vrorkers roluctont to 
report U)© symptoms. Other effoota of trichloroethylone poisoninp; have 
been reported such as: an. abnormally tired feeling, headache, giddiness 
(47), and a fading of the pupils of the eyes (34). 
According to fc>haw (5) trichloroethylene is a narcotic aiinilar to 
chloroform. There is no evidence that a man could be poisoned by taking 
small doses, but it oould have an acute effect if taken in large amounts. 
In 1933 the Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., mad© testa and warned 
plant ov/ners not to permit smoking. If air containing 0.1 of one per 
cent of trio hi oro ethylene vapor was dravm throu(^h the lighted end of a 
cigarette, the temperature of the lighted end being 600° C., the air 
inhaled vrould contain tlirea ports per million of phosgene gas. Shaw 
stated tltiat he thinks twenty-fivo parts per million of phosgene is fatal. 
Rats showed no signs of poisoning v/hen subjected to the vapors; in fact 
they gained weight. 
Van Tliomsohe (61) stated that li{!;ht and heat decompose trichloro-
ethyleno, producing phosgene, carbon monoxide, axxd hydrochloric acid, 
the reaction becoming violent in the presence of magnesium turnings, 
aluminum turnings, or alkalies. According to him the products of the 
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Table 1 
Nonfatal Accidents from Handling Trichloroethylene 
Year Author Operati on 
No. of 
cases Symptoms 
1933 Christensen 
(14) 
Cleaning 
shoes. 
1 Inhaled trichloroothylene 
vapors -g^hour. Pulmonary dis-
turbances. Complete recovery 
after 5 hours. 
1933 Roholm (50) l>lo details 4 Ko details given in abstract. 
Emphasizes effect on basal 
nerves. 
1934 PeroHon (47) CloGiiiii(j 
metal parts 
2 
• 
DiKRiness, unsteady gait, 
paresthesia of feet and hands, 
headache; symptoms first re­
lieved in fresh air, later be­
came persistent. Recovery 
after 6 to 6-|' months. 
19S4 Yfilcox (66) Cloanine 
metal parts 
1 
• 
Jaundice. Albumin in ui'ine. 
Recovery. 
1935 Kunz and 
Isonsohmidt 
(34) 
Diamond 
vforlcer. 
1 Exposure fear 16 months. Re­
trobulbar neuritis, sensory 
disturbeuaces in hands and arms, 
absence of patellar and achillea 
reflexes, slovf recovery. 
1935 Gilbert (22) Workman ex­
posed for 
several 
years. 
1 After ain^;le gastric attack, 
severe abdominal pain, nausea, 
vomiting, dyspnia, retrosternal 
pain, cough, bronchitis and re­
duced sense of smell and taste 
and abolition of corneal re­
flexes. Complaints gradually 
disappeared. 
1936 Urednovf and 
Von Knorr© 
(10) 
Child (mis-
tal<on for 
lemonade)• 
1 Loss of consciousness, deep 
narooGis alow superficial 
respiration. Recovery vdth 
symptomatio treatment. 
193G Hansen (26) Yvorkrnau (in 
closed room). 
1 Unoonsoiousneas, Bli(j;ht norvoue 
disturbances. Complete recovery. 
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reaotion dissolve the lipoids of the nervous system giving on effect 
similar to that of ohlorofoi-m but trichloroethylene itself is less toxic 
than benzene end saturated hydrocarbons. Tliere is a differonco in the 
narcotic and toxio doses but it can produce death. 
Kidiert (10) in discussion of triohloroethyleno intoxication follow­
ing large and prolonged doses, reported a failure to find any of the 
more serious symptoms attributed to industrial triohloroethylene poison­
ing, Tliis tends to confirm the general belief that the toxic effects 
noted among industrial workers may be attributable to some contamination 
in the solvent. It cannot be overlooked, hov/ever, that inlialo.tion of 
triohloroethylene has caused severe and fatal accidents recognieable by 
certain narcotic symptoms, irritation of Uie gastrointestinal tract, 
injury to the skin, and development of habituation. Hiese effects may 
be minimized by careful use and careful handling of the product. 
In case of poisoning by trichloroetliylene, characterized by depres­
sion of the central nervous system or narcosis, the patient should be 
transferred to fresh air. Rest is of paramount importance. In cases 
vAaere respiration has ceased, artificial respiration •'Aiith oxygen contain­
ing 10 per cent carbon dioudde should be started immediately. If ttie 
patient is still breathing, the adininiatration of pure oxygen is indicated. 
Irritation of the gastrointestinal tract should bo treated symptonmtical-
ly by giving a bland diet and demulcents, such as starchy soup. 
As soon as there are any indications that a worlanan is developing a 
craving for exposure to trichloroethylone, he should be transferred to 
some other Job, 
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Rtookmnn (0?i) stated "liiero have 1:50611 aover&l cases of cattle polson-
iiif: by extracted soybean neal. He said there v/as cunple cTridenco tlmt 
naphtha-extracted soybeans do not cause poisoninfr,; therefore he concluded 
that tlie soybean meal \\hioh caused tho death of the cattle must have 
been extracted witli trichloroethylene. He admitted, hov^ever, that 
trichloroethylene v;as not poieonpus \Mhen given to cattle jji large dosos 
(one to three ounces) over lonf, periods of tine. His conclusion was 
(a) that the products obtairusd by heating the trichloroethylene miglit 
have been poisonous, but this v/as doubti'ul, (b) that the trichloroethylene, 
when heated in c ait act with the soybeans, iiiay have reacted •with them 
producing a poisonous product, or (o) that the trichloroethylene wae 
impure and contained poisonous materials. 
Ho other literature aw9.s found inentioninp; the fact tliat cattle were 
killed by trichloroethylene extracted meal. It is tho opinion that 
Stockmn had no QTOundB for his stetoniento, and it is seriously doubted 
that cattle v.'ore over killed by feeding; moal extracted with trichloro­
ethylene. A.E far an is l-movm, no meal extracted vdth trichloroetliylene 
has been sold on •the imrket. 
Another disadvantage of trichloroethylene is its slijrhtly corrosive 
properties. Sweeney and Arnold (55), hoiKever, state that this does not 
seem to be a prohibiting factor in its uao as a solvent. Laboratory 
tests show: that it vrould tales over thirty years for it to appreciably 
affect an extractor, 
S. S, Drozdov and N, B, Drozdov (17) stated that iron, lead, and 
copper were appreciably corroded by trichloroethylene wid dichloroethane, 
the corrosion by the liquids being greater than by the vapors. The 
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solvent, when refluxed oirer these motale In a Soxhlet oxtraotor, caused 
greattjr corrosion tlion when allowed to stand upon bhem, Tlio proaonoe of 
vmtor iticreasod thcj corrosion. In all cases the iron wao corroded most 
and tlio copper the least. Tri diloro ethyl one was more corrosive than 
dichlorootliane • 
A patent o-vmed by the Canadian Industries, Ltd. (12), states that 
Vihen a small amount of phenolic suhstance is added to chlorinated hydro­
carbons and partioularljr to trichloroethylene, tho product is stabilised 
and the developniont of an objectionable ojuount of acidity is prevonfced. 
Roco'vei^y of Solvent from Oil and Mon.1 
In any solvent extraction process, the solvent must be recovered 
from both •the meal and the oil. 
The removal of the solvent from the meal has always been a more or 
loss standard procedure, consistinf^ of: first, heating the ireal to 
drive off all vapors possible, and second, steamin/?; to remove any residual 
solvent. The v/ater and solvent vapors are condensed and separated (57) • 
A system is described by Sweeney and Arnold (55) in which steanv is blovm 
in under reduced pressure to prevent condensation on the raeal, Satow 
(51) used a vacuum to remove the vapors. 
In the removal of the solvent from the oil tho first step consists 
of a preliminary evaporation to roraove most of the solvent. The second 
step, the rsnoval of the remaining solvent, mist be carefully carried 
cut because the oil is injured if the temperature used is too high. 
The Ford process (57) utilized a simple flash type still, a solvent oon-
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demser, and a coolinf; tank# The still v,faa heated by a steam jacket. The 
solvent oil moisture was carried in a steam Jacketed coil to the top of 
the still vdiore it entered and v/as vaporiaed completely. Fergason (19) 
found tViat steeon blovm through oil having a trace of solvent, v;ill com­
pletely remove the latter. Satow (Bl) passed drj'^ steam directly into 
the concentrated aolvent oil mixture, and found that the resulting 
emulsion could be soparated by centrifuging. 
Preparation of Material to be lixtracted 
Taylor (67) gave the following description of the flaking process 
used in the Ford plant» 
Tho flaker itself operates on the principle of n nieat 
grinder, tho body being a section of tvjelve inch pipe con­
taining a revolving; steel core on which is a half inch raised 
spiral. The beans are forced out tlirough an adjustable slit 
at one end. It is by varying the thickness of the flakes, that 
the residual oil content of the ireal is oontrollod within a 
range of from 0.(5 to 0.6 per cent. 
Accordinii to an article in Chemical A^o (2J, maximum efficiency is 
obtained v/hon the material to be extracted is in tho fona of thin flakes, 
shavings or tlireads. 
All other ccntinuous counterourrent extraction systems which are 
operating today use beans prepared "ty first oraokinK into small pieces 
by special rolls, follov/ed by flaking, in a set of hardened rolls. 'Ibeae 
flakin/5 rolls are tisually tliirty to thirty-six inches in diameter# 
For the experimental vrork at Iowa State Collep;©, soybeans have been 
flaked on ordinary crushing rolls. 
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EXPERIM^ITAL 
Purpose 
Tlie object of tliiEi reaoaroh was to place in operation and operate 
oontiniiously a continuous, counter current, coujiter gravity solvent ex­
traction pltint. The laboratory data preliminary to the desij^n of a com­
mercial extraction plant for soybeans have been givon by WicCraoken (39), 
and the design of this plant, based on the laboratory data, vras riven by 
Kirchor (32). 
Material3 Used 
* 
Triohlor oe thylene 
(a) The trichloroethylene used in this work was furnished by the 
E. I. duPont deWemoura Company. It viae £i cofflmercitil {i^rado extraction 
solvent havin(^ the following pr0pert3.esi 
1. Chemical formula Oil CI =" CClg 
2. Molecular weight 131.30 
3» Boiling point at 760 mm, 86.70 (°P. ISO. 10 
4.. Freezing point^Q^" "" 
^ (°F. -126.4 
5, Latent heat of vaporiKation (at boiling (B.t.u./lb. - 103.1 
point) (Cal,/gm. - 57.3 
G. Speoifio heat at 20 0. 
Cal./gram/® C. or B.t.u./lb./® F. 0.223 
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7. Specific f^ravity at }J0/4° C. 1.462 
8. Pounds per gallon at 20° C. 12.20 
9. Vapor denoity (at boiling point and 760 m.) 
(grany'liter 4.45 
(Ib./ou.rt. 0,278 
(air => 1 4.53 
0. Solubility in water at 25*^ C. (gram per 100 gram) 0.17 
20 1. Infracbive index N ^ 1.4777 
2. Vapor pressure at 30° C. (mm. Hr ) 94.0 
.3. Flaminability None 
.4. Doilinp, 760 mm., °C. 86 - 87.5 
.5. Uo cloud at ~10° C. 
.6. Maximum water per cent by iveight 0.002 
.7. Maximum acid per cent by T/eight ao HCl None 
.8. Maximum residue per cent by weight 0.002 
l 9. Meacimum color Say bolt ^'j•Z4: 
!0. li^'ee halogen I?one 
(b) Triohloroothylone may undergo the follovdng reaotionsj 
1. When heated with resorcinol and a small piece of cauotio potash, 
a red zone is fomed around the latter. 
2. When heated with aniline and an alcoholic solution of potassiuia 
hydroxide, a faint isonitrile-like odor is fi;iven off. 
3. Witli alcoholic potassium hydroxide a clear solution is im­
mediately fonred (as diatinp;uiahed from tetrachlorethane) . 
4. VVlien heated with concentrated caustic alkali, glycolic acid and 
traces of the opontaneously combustible dichloroacetylone are 
formedj at hif^er temperatures hexaohlorobenjiene is formed. 
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5. According to Bruninp; and Sohnetko. (ll) it can be doteoted 1)y 
riiixlnf, two cc!» of the tost inatoric.1 rith one co. of pyridine 
and underlying; this ?.nirture v/ith ono cc« of a fifty por cont 
Bolution of Bodivusi hydroxide. In tVie prosonce of triohloro-
©thyleno a rod violet color is formed. Hiis is, hov/over, not 
stabloj methyl and ethyl alcohol and tisaue extracts interfere 
v^fi-Si the color formation. 
Soybeans 
Tl'ie soybeans used were purchasad by tho -Knginooriiif;; libcptiriment Station 
of Iowa State College from farn^rs reaidinf; in Story and adjoinin(" counties. 
No attempt v-iaH mdo to classify these beo.na as to typo. 
Ex-braction plant 
'flie extraction plant was desirned and constructed in th« laboratories 
of the Chomical tingineorinf; Departraent of lovk-a State College. Details of 
the design are [•;ivon by Kircher (3&). 
Methode of Analysis 
Oil in bean. 
Ejcti-action in a Soxhlet apjaratus uainir, petroleum other is a standard 
method for tho dotormination of oil in oil boarinf; soods. Ihe timy of 
extraction varies with tho material extracted. MoKinnoy, Carter and 
Jamison (40) reooranend a two hour extraction of the undried sample of 
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ground beans v/ith ps broleiuu ethor, afH;er which tho sample is reground 
anil extracted ap^ain for two hours* Cox (15) reeoiraiondo tho process of 
double extraction, but does not mention the solvent used. 
Bccause of its nonflammable nature methylene chloride rathei- than 
potroleum ether was used as the Bolvent for all laboratory analyses. 
Tbo extractioBLB wore performed in a Soxlilet extractor, the solvent 
siphoning over every two and one half minutes, liach sojnple was allowed 
to remain in tho extractor until eight cycles were completed. Tlxe 
solvent v^as then distilled from tho rooeivinp; flask, tho oil vfeij^hed, 
and tVie per cent oil calculated on the dry basis. 
Oil in final meal 
Mio above procedure was also used for tho determination of tho oil 
in tho finifJhed luoal • 
?toiBtujre in the beans 
Tlio percont0.ge of irioisture was dotenninod by placing a Icnown quantity 
of fltxkes in a constant temperature oven and drying to constant weight 
at 110° C. 
tdoisture in finished meal 
The same method v/aa uood for the determination of moioture in the 
meal as was used for tiie determination of moisture in the beans. 
Oil content of raisoella 
Known amounts of soybean oil and triohloroethylene wore mised together. 
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Tl:i0 specific p,raviti0B of those vai'ioua mixtures were determined tising 
a Westphal balance aiid tVioso values T»'0re plotted againct the percentage 
of oil in the sanie (Cuirve No. 1). T/Vith thin ourve i.t is very simple to 
determine the oil content of a solvent-oil mixture by merely checking 
the gravity t'-iid readinp^ the peroentftf^e of oil from the curve. 
Trichloroethylene in oil 
II 
Advoritaj?;e \ma taken of the reaction |^.ven by Bruninf, o.nd Sohnotka (11) 
for the davelopment of a rjuontitativo wethod for the determination of 
small anioimts of trichloroethylene in the oil. This reaction is a color 
reaction resulting when pyridine, 60 per cent sodium hydroxide, and tri­
chloroethylene are mixed and lieated. Ihe color standards were mads as 
follows! 
Samples of ligtxt yellovs expressed soybean oil were prepared contain­
ing 0»002, 0.006, 0.010, and O.OHO per cent by weifiht of trichloroethylene. 
One half p;ram samples of the prepared mixture were then treated with 
pyridine and ooditm hydroxide in the followinf^ manner t A ^--pram ssmple 
ma added to a 20 x 160 mm. pyrex test tuba v/hioh contained 2 cc. of 
distilljed water. Two cc. of Hsker's pjTidino and ?. co. of 50 per cent 
sodium hydrox3.d© solution were then added. Tho test tube v/aa stoppered 
and shaken vorj'- vif^orously for 15 seconds. The mixture vrti.s then heated 
in a boiling water bath for one minute, shaken vif^orously for one end 
one half vAnutes, ond then hoated a(T,ain for 30 seconds. Tw-o clear layers 
were foi^ned, the upper oil and pyridine layer being a reddish brown. 
The mixture was allov/ed to stand for four minutes. A color standard 
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vias then made to match this color by mixing; water solutions of cobaltoviB 
chloride end pbtasBium dicliromate which bad beori mde slightly acid v/ith 
hydrochloric acid • After ths colors of tho fotAr snxnploo had been 
inatched tho tubes vrero corkod arid scaled vdth paraffin. 
The sronple vfhich oontained tho imlcnovm amount of triohloroothylene 
vfas diluted v/ith nine parts of ligjit yollov/ oxprossed soybean oil. One 
half {r,rani of tho mixture was then added to a 20 x 150 mtn. pyrox test 
tube find treated in the same motinor as tho samples fron i^hich tlio 
stpndarda v/ero mdo. 'flie mixbiu'e vrtxs allov/ed to stand for four minutes 
and tho color was then compared vdth tho color standards by plaoing tho 
test tubes in a box having slots in the front and back, making it possible 
to see through the oil and pyi'idine layer. Tlie box ms then placed in 
tho lif^ht with a piooe of -v^iito paper hold at a forty-five degree anple 
to act as a refloctor end background. If the color obtained was not 
within tho rani^je of the color standards, tho dilution of the ori(^inal 
sample was adjusted aooordinp'.ly and the test repeated. DHylight is 
preferable to elejctrio lipht for cumi»ring tho colors. 
If tho sample developed, on completion of the toot, a color which 
inatdied that designated as "Number 1 color standard for determining 
triohloroothylene in extracted oil," tlaon the initial oil imdilutod 
contained 0.02 per cent trichloroethylemo. Oii thia same basis tho re­
spective values of tlie four color standards follow: 
No. 1 color standard, color dovoloped if undilwbod oil contains 0,0^% Tri» 
Wo« 2 color standard, color developed if undiluted oil contains 0,0b% Tri. 
No, 5 color standard, color developed if undiluted oil contains 0.10^ Tri. 
No» 4 color staidard, color developed if undiluted oil contains 0,20% Tri. 
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An alternatu inothod which was uaed occasionally to check the color 
method was the Volhard method. Tlve sample wag decompoBed with sodiian 
and alcohol. The alcohol was then distilled after a water addition, 
and pure nitric acid was added in excess, ITie chloride was then pre­
cipitated v;ith silver nitrate, filtered, and washed thoroughly. The 
filtrate was then titrated with potassium thiocyanide using ferric 
ammonium alum as an indicator. The amount of silver nitrate used in 
precipitating the chloride was noted and the percentage triohloroethylene 
calculated• 
Triohloroethylene in finished meal 
Color standards were made as follows: Water was saturated with 
triohloroethylene at 25° C. by occasionally shaking, over a period of 
several days, a mixture of the two in a closed container. Vftien the 
water v/as saturated it contained 0.08 per cent triohloroethylene. VJhen 
one part of the triohloroethylene saturated water was diluted with 159, 
63, 31, and 15 parts of pure water, two oo. aliquots of the diluted 
solutions contained 0.01, 0.025, 0.05, and 0.1 mg. of triohloroethylene, 
respectively. A two cc. aliquot was placed in a 20 x 150 mm. pyrex test 
tube. Tvio cc. of a fifty per cent sodivun hydroxide solution and two 
CO. of Bolcer's pyridine were mixed v/ith the sample. The test tubs was 
stoppered and shaken vigorously for fifteen seconds. It was then placed 
in a boiling water bath and heated v/ith gentle agitation for one half 
minute. It was then shaken for ten seconds and a color standard im­
mediately prepared to match the color formed. The color standard con­
sisted of a mixture of cobaltous chloride and copper sulfate solution 
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acidified with hydrochloric acid. Although perfect matching of the colors 
was not obtained, thoy were close enough for the purpose for which they 
wore intended, Kie test tubes were then corked and sealed witJi peiraffin. 
One grara of the moal to ba tested was placed in a one end one half 
by two end one half inch cloth bag# The bag •was tied end lowered into 
a one liter distillation flask. The flask was attadied to a twenty inch 
oondenser, the end of #iich was connected to a Kjeldahl bulb that ex­
tended below the surface of five cc. of water in a small ?Jrlennieyor 
receiver. Fifty cc. of water were then added to the flask and heated. 
About forty-two cc. of distillate were collected. The distillate was 
shaken and-a tw^o cc. aliquot taken. This aliquot was treated in the sajue 
maimer as the samples fromvirhich tho standards were prepared. The color 
obtained was iinmediately matched with the standards, llie distillate was 
diluted with distilled water if the concentration of trichloroethylene 
was too high to be measured. 
I 
If the color loiatched that of the Number one standard, then the tvm 
CO. aliquot contained 0.025 mg. of trichloroethylene. Since the amount 
of trichloroothylen© in the aliquot sample was known, a value could 
then be calculated for the percentage of trichloroethylene present in the 
original sample. The four color standards for tlie analysis have the 
follovvlng values' 
No. 1 color developed if two cc. aliquot contains 0.025 mg. Tri. 
No. 2 color developed if two cc. aliquot oontadna 0.050 mg. Tri» 
No. 3 color developed if two cc. aliquot contains 0.100 mg. Tri. 
Ho. 4 color developed if tyro cc. aliquot contains 0.200 mg. Tri. 
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Operation. of ^traction Plant 
General disousa ion 
This thesis is concerned vdth the operation of a continuous counter-
current e3ctraction plant the design of which ma given by Kircher (32) • 
All sketches v/hich appear in the body of the thesis are schematic, and 
are not drawn to scale. The photograjias show both the Ilnished plant end 
the plant during construction. Their piirpose is to help give the reader 
a montal picture of the components of the extraction system, 
Ficrre 1 represents a schematic diagram of the system as it was set 
up for the preliminary riuis with the exception of feed hopper 1, which 
•was installed later, The material flow will be traced at this time to 
acquaint the reader v/ith the continuous counter cur rent system. 
Soybean flakes were fed into the feed hopper 3 and fell by gravity 
into extraction tube 4. Extraction tube 4 was fitted vdth a so*id 
flight screw conveyor having a diameter of six inches eaad a pitch of 
one. The screw conveyor carried the flakes down tube 4 to junction 5 
where they were transferred to uprig;ht tube 6 wiiich was fitted with a 
solid fli^it conveyor, having a dimeter of six inches ond a pitch of 
one half, line extracted meal was then discharged from upright tube 6 
through tube 7 by fijravity and into drier tube 0, Drier tube 8 vrets fitted 
with a ribbon type conveyor having a diameter of six inches ond a pitch 
of one. Drier tube 8 v/as steam jacketed and was fitted with sight glasses 
in the center. The neal was then discharged from drier tube 8 into drier 
tube B vAiich was identical to tube 8 except that the ribbon conveyor in 
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tube 9 ms of the opposite hand. The meal ivae then discharged from drier 
tube 9 into steamer 10 whioli was fitted with a conveyor similar to that 
in drior tube 8, Ji'rom steamer 10 the meal waa discharged as finished 
meal through rotary valve 11* 'Ihabe 10 v/as called the steamer because 
live steam vas injected into the inner tube liirougl-i the injection 
cocks 215. 
The solvent vapor and the water vapor which were released in the 
drier and steawier sections escaped through the vapor lines 12 and IS. 
Vapor line 16 was connected to both the steamer 10 and drier tube G. 
Tliese vapors were then condensed in condenser 13, The liquids, tri-
chloroethylene ond water, were separated, by difference in (yravity and 
by virtue of their inimlsoibili'ty, in the water separator 14, The tri-
chloroethylene thus separated flowed continuously through solvent line 
1& to upright tube 6 where it flovred down tube 6 and through tube 4 
countercurrent to the movement of flakes. The solvent oil mixture 
flowed continuously from the extractor tube 4 throu(?;h fine slots at 2. 
It then went to evaporator 17 and still 18. Steam waa injected into the 
still through steam inlet 24 and pure oil flowed from the oil outlet 25. 
The solvent and water vapors from both the evaporator and the still escaped 
through vapor lines 21 and 22, respectively, and vrere condensed in con­
denser 13. 'fhe solvent and water were separated in tlie normal manner and 
the solvent returned to the system while the v/ater was led to the sower. 
The body of lixe thesis is composed of reports of the preliminary 
runs and twenty-one runs in the one hundred series. Tlie reports of the 
runs numbered below one hundred were {^iven by HcCracken (39). These 
runs were made on smaller scale laboratory equipment. 
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Temperature readings, pressure readinp;s, solvont control observa­
tions, flake feed control observations, and routine inspection of all 
pieces of equipment were itade every thirty minutes while the plant v/as 
in operation. During "solvent loss" runs detailed records of all solvent 
added to or removed from the system were kept. It seems unnecessary to 
record all of thoBO data d^eets which vrould add many pages to the bulk 
of the thesis, but instead a condensed table is given. Each figure in 
Table 2 is an. average of uormal readings taken each thirty minutes during 
operation. Only Uie noriml reading:s were averaged, the abnorrcal ones 
are discussed under each individual run. 
Preliininaiy runs 
llio extraction equipment, whon completely assembled, was operated 
for several hours, ^urinp^ this period neither beans nor solvent were 
fed into the system. Bearinfr,8, conveyora, drives, and all moving; parts 
T/ere constently checked for overheating or binding;. After the plant had 
operated successfully for several hours, dry soybean flakes were con­
tinuously fed to the extractor at the rato of sixty pounds per hour. The 
system contained no solvent sinoe it -was desired to check the material 
movement of dry flakes through the extractor, meal driers, and moal 
steamer. I'ho feed to the extractor was increased to one hundred pounds 
per hour tmd no indication of plugging occurred in eitiier tlie extractor 
or the driers. 'I'he speed of the screw in the top drier was i5 r.p.ra., and 
in the bottom drier and the steamer 3.7 r.p.in. After several houra of 
Buooesaful operation it seemed safe to fill the tyatom with solvent. 
Table 2 
Average Data of All the Runs 
Run 
Fo, 
^1 T 2 T 3 ^4 T_ 0 T 6 ^7 ^8 T 9 "lo T ^11 1^2 
101 95 24 97 130 wmam 25 
102 S4 23 . — — •• 100 120 — 25 
103 94 24 — — S8 140 26 
104 95 24 mm mm -- 100 140 85 26 
105 90 24 MM* — 100 132 83 130 26 
106 JExperimenting vdth. flo"?? of gas in drtsrs 
107 S5 24 91 70 100 140 90 115 26 
108 100 26 98 106 100 120 88 107 27 
109 90 24 98 100 100 108 — 105 26 
110 90 24 95 100 100 100 — 106 26 
111 94 25 104 100 100 106 __ 107 25 
112 87 22 103 100 100 102 — 108 21 
113 88 26 93 115 100 107 — 103 25 8 
114 — 24 94 106 100 108 — 105 22 10 
115 — 24 108 100 112 — 80 21 9 SO 
116 mm— 25 115 100 105 m — 90 22 10 91 
117 24 — 95 100 110 — 89 22 11 93 
118 24 — 95 100 110 — 89 22 11 102 118 
119 •— 26 — 110 100 108 — 108 21 11 — 118 
120 27 — 105 100 108 
— 
102 21 11 
— 
118 
121 26 103 100 105 100 22 11 MM 118 
Ta"ble 2 (Continued) 
Average Data of All the Euns Made 
irVeight Weight Per cent Length. 
Eun flalces solvent Solvent Per cent moisture Per cent Per cent Per cent of run 
Ho. Pi ^2 ^3 P4 Pc per per meal oil in in oil in oil in solvent in 0 hour hour ratio flakes flakes isiscella iseal loss hours 
101 ___ ___ 60 ^ —  20 10 24 4.0 6 
102 70 20 12 25 3.5 12 
103 70 20 12 22 4.5 5 
104 70 91 1.3 20 10 20 4.0 17.5 
105 70 91 1.3 20 10 23 4.5 8 
106 
l/2« 1/2" 1/2" 
E35)sriinentiiig with flow of gas in driers 10 
107 ' 50# 50# 70f  SI 1.3 20 10 20 3 20 
108 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 70 91 1.3 20 12 23 4.0 1.48 79 
i09 0 1/4 lA 50 25 70 91 l.S 20 12 20 3.0 18 
110 0 1/4 1/4 50 25 70 91 1.3 20 12 20 2.5 7 
111 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 70 91 1.3 20 12 20 2,5 5.5 
112 0 1/2 1/2 — — 70 91 1.3 20 10 20 3.0 6.0 
113 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 77.64 101 1.3 20 8.5 20 2.6 0.86 70.0 
114 0 1/2 1/2 . 50 25 105 137 1.3 20 9.0 20 2.5 — 15 .0 
115 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 105 137 l.S 20 9.0 20 2c5 — 15 .0 
116 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 100 130 1.3 20 10.0 20 3.0 12.0 
117 0 1/2 1 fT .  50 25 S7 ISO 1.3 20 14.0 20 4.5 53.0 
118 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 62" 108 1.3 20 10.0 20 2.0 l.Ql 70.0 
119 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 75 — 19.85 5.8 15 1.0 47.0 
120 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 82.5 ~— 21.8 8.5 15 1.0 101.0 
121 0 1/2 1/2 50 25 85.0 • — 21.0 10.0 15 1.0 12.0 
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Noinenclature of OolumnB in Table 2 
T-j^ - Temperature of vapor leaving evaporator, 
Tg - Temperature of trichloroethylene entering extractor. 
Tg - Temperature of vapor leaving second drier# 
T^ - Teniparature of vapor leaving steamer. 
Tg - Temperature of oil leaving still. 
T0 - Teraperatm*e of vapor leaving still. 
- Temperature of Tnisoella in settling tank. 
T0 - Teraperature of vapor leaving top drier. 
T Q - Temperature of miscella leaving extractor. 
TIQ- Temperature of v/ater to the condenser. 
Til" Temperature of vapors leaving center of top drier. 
Tj^g- Temperature of meal leaving steamer. 
- Pressure on condenser, inches of water. 
Pg - Pressure on steamer, inches of water. 
Pg - Pressure on top drier, inches of water. 
P^ - Steam pressure on driers, 
Pg - Steam pressure on evaporator and atill. 
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Rim No» 101 
The system vjaa filled with solvent and all tho convoyora placed in 
motion# Tho flakes were fed to the system at a rate of approximately ICX) 
pounds per hotir. Solvent was added from time to time until the system 
was sufficiently filled, llie condensate resulting from tlie evaporation 
of the solvent from the meal and misoella flowed continuously from the 
water separator to the extractor as slvovm in Figure 1. Itie flakes used 
in this run were prepared on the small rolls in the Chemical Engineerinp; 
Building, and contained an appreciable amoxuit of very fino material some 
of -which approached colloidal dimensions. It was observed that the 
miacella flov/inf; from the extractor contained flno particles of meal in 
suspension. Part of these solids was removed by an 80 mesh screen which 
v^as placed in boK 2, Fif^ure I» The finer solids passed tl-irough the 
screen and entered the distillation equipment with the miacella. During 
tho early part of tho run the vtxporizer and still seemed to be viorking 
satisfactorily. Dry steam was injected into the bottom of still 18, 
Fip;ure I, and tho oil flowing from the still seemed fairly free from 
solvent. In the early stages of the run no bumping or foaming of the 
oil was observed in ei£)iit glasses, 19 and 20, Figure I. The miscella 
flow was quite constant, and only a small amount of solvent was added 
to the system after tho misoolla started flovfing. The meal was dis­
charged from the steamer dry and practically solvent free. As the rim 
progressed it becaire apparent that the miscella line betweexi the vaporizer 
and still was beginning to fill witli the fines from the misoella. An 
aoouirtulation of fine material in the bottom of the still began to cause 
—40"" 
foaminf; wnd bxitnpixig of the oil. Itie foam was aoen in the oipht glass 
above tJie still and v/as also observed in the ai^Jit glass above the 
t)vaporo-tor, !l'}u5 oil leavirifr. the still was dark in color and oontained 
jiuspended solids. After about six hours of operation the flow of the 
oil from the still bocama very erratic due to the nolids which were 
accumulating, ll-iis accumulation could not be removed during operation 
since no provision had been made to drain the still bottom. Kear the 
end of 'tiie run it booame increasingly noticeable tliat the still bottom 
v/as filling rapidly. The bumping and foaming became continuous and it 
was observed that solids v^ero actually thrown into the vapor line above 
the still. After about eight hours of operation it was neoosaary to 
shut down since the still was foaming continuously and vfas not stripping 
the solvent from the oil. Tftien tho still vas opened, it ms found that 
the steaming jet at tho bottom was nearly plugged vAth solids, and ttiat 
the inside of the filming tubes ms coated with solids. The pipe line 
conneoting the evaporator to the still was also found to be partly closed. 
It seemed apparent that scroe method of removing the solids froai the 
solvent oil mixture ma necessary if this type of distillation oquipniont 
were to be iiaod, Since the aolvemt oil mixture from the extractor vas 
very high in solvent content, and had a high specifio gravity, it seemed 
advisable to attempt a separation of tlie solids from the solvent oil 
mixture after the oil had been concentrated in the evaporator. A settling 
tank was placed between the evaporator end the atill, Fli;:ure II. This 
tank was supplied with an external heating coil in an attempt to keep 
the temperatwe of tlis iriixture approximately 100° C. aa it entered 
"^ 1" 
the otill. Tho tank was equipped vfilii a oonioal bottom and a quick 
operj-ing "valve so that tho solids could bo drained away from time to time. 
During tlie ehutdov/n bho evaporator and still were opened and ex­
amined. It vvaa found that only one tube in Uie evaporator and two tubes 
in the still had been working properly* Tliia faulty operation vma caused 
"by the variation in hci/^t of the tubes above the tube sheet. The ends 
of n.ll tlie tiibos wero filed and leveled so that they all protruded a 
unifona height abovo tlio lieader plate, Tho ends of the filminp; tubea 
wore then rewnod to sharp edge to facilitate the flovif of liquid into the 
tubes, Ul'iile tho -bwo distillation units vrero open at both top and 
bottom, thoy were checked by poviring liquid tbroug-h tliem. It v/as found 
that almost every tube was filmiiif^ properly after this alteration. 'ITie 
distrihntin^ dovi.c!e vms C!hanj;;ed in tlie 1;op of both 'tho ovaporator and 
at/ill BO that a more uniform flov/ mi^ht bo expected. The tops of the 
tubes v;hich were iiaraediately below the liquid inlot were closod so that 
tho solvent oil mixture could not short circuit through these few tubes. 
The evaporator and still were adjusted so that tlrie tube sheets were 
horizontal vihen the units viero vertical, thereby insurinf, maximum ef-
ficionoy of distribution of tho miacella down the filininf, tuibes. 
Run No. 102 
Iho chief difficulty oncoimtered in tliis run was that tlie ribbon 
conveyor in the top drior v/as not carryinp^ the wot meal forward jnroni tVio 
point of its enati'y. Tho wet /uoal, vdiich entered the top drier from the 
extractor by t^ravity, would acouraulate on the inside of tho ribbon, or 
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open flifr-ht, and i*oi.ate wit.h tho screw instead of moving forward in the 
ronval mRnner* On several occasions, during-; the course of otn hour, this 
condition was ohoerved. V.Qien ti;ia phenomena occurred the pipe connoct-
inp- the extractor to the driers would fill ivith ireal making it neoQGsarjr 
to relieve this condition from time to tiine. After obsorvinj: the action 
of the conveyor wViere the wet liieal entered the top drier, (InGpeotion 
could he made throuj^h a porthole in the drier) it was decided that 
improved operation mi^ht lie obtained by inetalling several feet of solid 
fliff^it conveyor where the nsal artored. Tl\e plant vrtia ^ut dmvn 
temporarily until a few feet of solid flifht conveyor could he obtained. 
The ribbon conveyor (Photograph T) VJB.S removed from tlie drier and a 
section about five feet long; out away, lliia section was removed from 
the entrance end of the drier. Solid flif;ht was installed and the con­
veyor reassembled 3ja the drier. 
Wiile the unit was shut down temporarily the drive on the rotary 
valve at tlio end of the otoamer was ohangod to a separate motor and drive, 
including; speed reducer and jaokshaft. It had previously been operated 
by a chain drive from the main drive shaft (Photograph II). Aboi\t fifteen 
inch centers v^ero used between the sprockets on the speed reducer and 
the valve. A three* sixteentli inch brass shear pin was placed througji 
the Bprookot on the valve sliaft. The alemite fixture was extended so 
the valve could to easily lubricated. It was thought that a drive having; 
shorter centers would rnaVe the rotary valve operate more anioothly. 
A sproolcet v.-as broken on the drier drive moolianism (Photograph III) 
when tljo top drier filled vdth wet meal. This sprocket was replaced 
and the unit v/as ready to continue the run. 
Photograph I 
Top drier showing ribhon convayor# 
Photograph II 
Rotary val-re shcfsriag original chain drive* 
Hiotograph III 
Drier driw mechanism. 
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'n^o rvm v»aa contiiiuod after the above che.ng;os were made. The flakes 
used v/ero prepared on the srmll dlomotor rolls in tho Chondcal EnRinooring 
Puiltljrif;, find contained po\'rd0r0d Dateriul and fines. Hie settlinji; tank 
appeared to romovo a part of tho Bolids carried ty the iniscolla, biit it 
vjas ohsorved tho.h tha liquid ontGrin(^ and loa^inj':* the Gtill also contained 
fine meal in Busponsion. TI1.0 finlBViod oil was dark in color, but the 
taste was j^ood and it Beomed to Ijo v.'ell stripped of solvent. Tl-ie solids 
in tlio oil probably lielped to {d-ve it a dark color. On standing tlio 
solido settled readily, leaviiij^ 0. clear oil, Tlic-) i«3al loavinrr tlie 
steomor throupji the I'otary valve was dry, lif.ht in color, and practically 
free from solvent# The rotary valve operated without jserioua trouble. 
'IT-io vaporizer ond still worked satisfactorily, and no foaming or bumping; 
oocuiTod. '.Itie settlinf^ tank was not cleaned or drained dwin/r, this 
run, tlio solids bein^ allov^fed to remain in the bottom of tlie tank. There 
secOTC'd to lie no aoournulation of meal In oitlior tho top drier or the 
steairjor, fij.d i;ho oeotion of solid fll(';ht oonvoyor caused a positive move­
ment of the vfot T!;©al avmy from tVi© point of entry. The bottom drier, 
however, uhowod an aocmnulation of ineal. lllie plaiit v/as shut dovm after 
twolvo hours of continuous operation bocauso the supply of flakes v;as 
exhausted, Tho oape.city of the small rolls which were beln(.^ used was 
loss then the capncity of the extractor and imloss a supply of flakes 
v/as rrado in advance a lonj^ run could not be jrade. 
Ihe avGra^;Q feed of flakes por hour to the extractor vjaa seventy 
pomuls, ard the average oil contont of tlie miscella v-ras tv/enty-fivo 
per cont (see To.ble 2), 
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Beforo the naj;t run a tvio foot section of nolid fliphtin^, wat; in­
stalled in the convoy or of the second drier at the point vAtere the rr.eal 
v®LS tU. ,schfir{rod from the first drier to the oecond. E\ridence of Gccumula-
tiori. v/0.0 nol icad durinf: tho lant run and it was thovipht thnt tho solid 
flitjit would facilitate tlio movement of the meal av/ay from the point of 
entry. ^ twenty inch section of solid flifhtin/;; •v.tiB also placed in the 
convwyor of the steemer at the point viiore the meal entered from tho bottom 
drier. No evidence of accumulation had been noticed hero, biit since it 
liad boon observed in tho tyro driora this precnvition vffis ttOren, 
Run. Wo. 103 
Til is run v.-as started for the purpose of checkinp; the com-'eyor action 
and naterial movement in the driors and steamer after tlie chanp;es whioh 
were miido at the termination of Run No, 102. The equipment ran contin­
uously for five hours before -the conveyor in the bottom drier pluf;;n.'.ed, 
Abnormal tension v/as first noticed in. the drive chain. ITn© material 
jnovemont in tho driers vms checked, throu(;;h sight glasses located in the 
contor (see Photof,ro.ph I?). It vraa observed that partially dried moal 
was accunnalatinf; in the upright tube, throufrh which tho meal diachar{r,ed 
from the first drier to the second, and v/as also accumulatinc in the top 
drier, '(."ho steamer seoined to bo perfectly free from meal indicatinp that 
the plu/^ must be in the second drier. An attempt was made to locate 
the plup; and determine its exact position by insertinf^ a rod throufrh 
inspoction holes which were conveniently spaced. It mo thouglit that the 
moal mip^ht bo broken loose without disassemblin;;'; this section of i;'liQ 
Hiotograph 17 
Upper drier showing si^t glasses (right center). 
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dryin{^ nioc.hanism. Tlio plug could not be conveni&ntly i-eached; thorofore, 
the  plur i t  Y /as  ahvi t  dovm o .nd  o . l lov;ed to  cool  for  several  hours .  W i g u  
oool the driving; macht-'nism v/as ronovod ajid tho scrow oonvoyor pulled 
fran Uio second di-ior • It v^tis found that moist maal (moal vret vdth 
v:ater) had accumulntod in tho section of aolid fli^rhb t'jid had heoovno a 
rotiitiJii"; pluy v/hich had baked to a very hard xrase. The meal at this 
point contained only a ali[/;ht traoo of solvent,. indiot.tinpj thot it must 
have oonte.ined Gune vator Tl.ich liad evaporated and holjxjd to remove the 
solvent vapor. It could not bt) acouratoly detoi'minod just uliy the plug 
started. A lump of jical iiiay huve atartcd tVie accumulation -vj^iich [-jew 
into a a olid plu;:;, or meal ivot with vjater may have started accumulating 
heoauso of ita sticky nature, 
tn an effort to provont a raourrenoe of the trouble, tlie scotion of 
aolid fligiiting on tiie conveyor was shortoned to about one foot. Several 
horijiontal bars v/hicli wore vjoldod to tine conveyor fli|;;ht3 perallel to the 
conveyor axis (see Hiotoi^raph l) v/m-e reniwed. It 7ms tlicight tJiat these 
bare might iiiipode tho fci-v/ard movement of tho ineal and facilitate the 
forming of a plug. T}i,o bars vjere placed there ori[;;inally in an effort 
to continuously removo the meal from tJie heated surface of U10 dryer 
and allow tho nev^ meal to come in oontact v/ith tlie hoat transfer surface 
as explained by Kirdier 
Run Ee. 104 
'llvls run was started iiranedlately after U;o conveyor and drive v;ero 
aaaerablod and viati continued for soventeon and one half hours. The 
termination of this run was caused by solids settling out of the oil 
~eO" 
and.miBoella and aooumulating in the bottom of the still and vaporizer. 
The entrainraent of solids in the mi-scella seems to be an inherent 
characteristic of a solvent extraction plant, and handling IJiem in an 
efficient manner offers a serious problem, 'i'he settling tank which 
had been installed previously between the vaporizer and the stripping 
still only removed a part of the solids carried v/ith the miscella, llie 
settling tank was not cleaned after the tvio short runs preceding this 
one, and no doubt contained an appreciable amount of sludge at the 
beginning of iive run. 
TVie operation of the plant vma never satisfactory during the run. 
The raisoella flow was not constant in volvune tmd on occasion reached a 
volume sufficient to flood the vaporizer, forcing a solvent oil mixture 
into the vapor line above the vaporizing unit. This unsteady flow was 
the result of two conditions. I'he flakes which wore used in this run 
were very poor and contained many fines. This fine material caused 
partial plugging at times and allowed the level to rise in the upright 
extractor leg eaid fall in the slightly inclined extractor leg, lAhen 
this partial plug or resistance to solvent flow was released, the solvent 
oil mixture r-ushed to the miscella outlet in the effort to seek a 
hydraulic level ond consequently flooded the vaporizer. The second 
reason why the flow was unsteady was a direct result of the flooding. 
The condensed vapors flowed directly from the water separator to the 
extractor, therefore all the condensate, whether a small volume or a 
large volume per unit time, flowed directly back into the system from 
•which it came without having the flow regulated by a pump or other 
metering device. 
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Afber seven and on© half hours of operation a part of the sludge 
which had accumulated in the settling tank ms removed. This appeared 
to improve the operation of both the evaporator and the still, which had 
been foaming and carrying entrained liquid and solids into the vapor 
lines above tho evaporating units. It was assumed that the erratic 
operation of these two units v/as caused by the solid accumulation in the 
bottom of each unit as well as on accumulation of solids in the liquid 
lines. This accumulation caused the liquid level to build up in the 
bottom of tho vaporizer and still. It was also apparent at times that 
an undue pressure was building up in the settling tank. This pressure 
was released from time to time by opening a vent on the tank, ajid by 
draining liquid from both the line entering the tank and the line leav­
ing the tank. 
Sludge v/as again removed from the tank after thirteen hours of 
operation, and after sixteen hours of operation. The last four hours 
of operation indicated that the bottom of the still was almost completely 
plugged. Foaming of the oil became more frequent and it could be ob­
served in the ai^t glass above the stripping still. An attempt to re­
move some of the solids from the still was made by opening a valve at 
the bottcxn end allowing oil to flow out. This was done from time to 
time with very little improvement in operation. Hie oil obtained was 
dark in color and contained mtmy solids in suspension. The meal from 
the steamer v/as free from solvent. Dry steam was flowing continuously 
into tlio bottom of "the stripping atill and into the discharge end of 
the steamer. 
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In suuiKiariEing the operation of the plant during this rtm it ia 
seen that the major difficulties encountered woret (1) foaming in both 
the vaporizer and still, (2) pressure building up in tlie settling tank, 
(3) plufr/.ing of tlie settling tank, miscella lines, and still bottom. 
At tiie end of tiie run the outlet line from the still was practical­
ly closed by sludge v/hich had accumulated during the run. This in all 
probability caused the foaming and priminj;. The vapor lines vfere re­
moved and found to contain an accuimulation of soybean meal. The horizontal 
sections wore almost completely closed especially the drier and steamer 
lines. Ihia was an accumulation fi'om tlie previous runs. The condonser 
tube sheet %vas also covered with fine inoal. This accounted for the 
pressure in the settling tank, since the vent line was tapped into the 
vapor line connecting the still to the condenser. 'iTiis pressure dif­
ferential might also aid the frequent surging of the liquid in the 
extractor. 
On examining the still it ws found that the inside walls of liie 
filming tubos were covered ^vith a deposit of charred ineal aasd ^perhaps 
polymerized oil. It is possible that much of the dark color of the 
finished oil arises from contact vdth meal under the temperature con­
ditions existing in the still. 
The conveyors in the steamer and driers operated continuously and 
freely throughout the run. ITiey ran about one fourth full of meal ani 
no indication of a plug was noticed. Preparation for the next run will 
be given under run Ko. 105. 
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Run Ko, 106 
Tho equipment was completely cleaned after run No, 104 "which 
terminated after seventeen and oib half hourn of operation. Tiie evaporator, 
settling tank, still end all connecting lines v;ere cleaned. It was 
found that the settling tank was nearly full of sludge on the side 
where the miscella entered. This material had not drained from the tank 
even thoupjh the plug valve at the hottom was opened periodically. The 
sludge had accumulated and settled in the form of a cone near tl'ie 
miscella inlet. The lines connecting the vaporizer and the atill to 
the settling tank were also partially plugged with solids. The oil 
outlet pipe from the bottom of the still was nearly closed, ^lie vapor 
lines from the driers and steamer to the condenser were blown with a 
blast of air, and were found to be partially plugged with fine meal 
which had been carried over by the vapors# Inspection of tho head of 
the condenser showed a deposit of meal on the tube sheet but the tubes 
were not closed and were apparently clean. In preparing; for R\m No. 105 
the miscella removed from the settling tank after Pun Wo. 104 was filtered 
to remove the solids, and was then returned to the tank. The drier and 
steamer were partially emptied of meal, and checked thoroughly. Before 
the equipment was started air was blown through the steam jets of the 
steamer. A blast of air siiailar to this was used at the beginning of 
the previous runs and may have resulted in carrying the solids into the 
vapor lines and condenser. After the driers and steamer were up to 
temperature, dry steam was injected into the bottom of the steamer. 
The vapor outlet at the end of the top drier was closed leaving only 
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the outlet from the bottom drier and stoonior open (Photograph V) • This 
vias an attempt to prevent tho surging of pressure in the system, Ihe 
plant was started aad floJceo fed at the rate of sixty pounds per hour# 
After operating for one hour, foaming and priming were observed in the 
sight [i;la8ses above the evaporator and stripping still. The flow of 
miscella -was not uniform, and when a surge occurred the evaporator would 
flood causing the f08anin.g and priming. After four hoxirs of operation 
it v/as observed, during a routine inspection, that a plug had formed in 
tho vapor line from the bottom drier. %is plug was removed and a 
rush of vapors from the port hole followed carrying meal from the driers. 
It was apparent that excessive pressuro was forming in tho system. 
'Ihe vapor lines were again inspected and found to be almost completely 
closed v;ith meal. The plant was shut down after eight hours of operation. 
Tlie equipiient was thoroughly inspected iind the follov/ing components 
of the plant fully cleaned? the condenser, both top and bottom; tlie 
vapor lines to tlie condenser; the drters and steamerj the settling tankj 
and the still. It v/as found that the top of the condenser was completely 
filled with meal and the vJ^ole ci'oss-sactional area of the tubes closed. 
The characteristics which were not conducive to continuous opera­
tion were as follows« The accumulation of meal in the vapor lines and 
condenser; excessive pressure in the system; and the accumulation of 
solids in the settling tank, exbractor, and still. 
Tho accumulation of inaal in the vapor lines may have been caused by 
one of two operations, or a combination of the two. Before the equipment 
vjas started a blast of air was blown through the dry steam injection 
Photograph Y 
Drisra# The vapor line from steamer and lowar drier ar® in tho right foregrouad, the 
condenser at the left® 
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ports. At this time some meal may have been blown into the condenser, 
but it is unlikely thEit all the meal found in the condenser eund vapor 
lines was carried in by tlie air. The second operation which might 
account for the accumulation ms the jnstliod of putting the dry steam 
into the steamor. '-^he inlot ports were located alonp tlie bottom of the 
steamer in a manner shovai in Fit^ure I and Fhotogrtt'Ph VI. 'i'he dry steam 
passed up through the meal as it \Ta8 moved along the drier. The vapor 
velocity may have been great enough to keep the fine meal in suspension 
and carry it into the condenser. 
llie excessive presaut'e in "tiie system was in all probability caused 
by the plugging of the vapor lines coupled with the fact tiiat too much 
dry steam was allowed to enter the steamer. '-Ilais high and uneven pres­
sure would cause pulsations of the liquid level resulting in an uneven 
flow of miscolla from the extractor. Tlie abnormal pressure in the 
settling tank was also caused by the plugged vapor lines. 
The accumulation of solids in the settling tank, connecting lines, 
still and evaporator retivilted in very poor operation of these units. At 
times the solvent was not completely stripped from the oil. The in­
stallation of a filter between the extractor and evaporator was considered, 
but was not installed at this time. 
The average temperature readings are recorded in Table 2. They 
are of the correct order of mgnitude with two exceptions. Tbj which is 
the temperature of the vapor leaving the still, and Tg, Drfiioh is the 
temperature of the vapor leaving the top drier are abnormally high, 
indicating excossive steam pressure. 
Photograph VI 
SteaiTier. 
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Run Ko« 106 
The steam presauro on the driers and steemier vma reduced to fifty 
pound gage, ond the steam pressure on the still reduced to twenty-five 
pound gage. The air was completely removed from the steam Jacket by 
allowing the steam air mixture to flow from patcocks which were provided 
for that purpose. These petcocks were allovfed to remain slightly open 
80 tiiat any noncondensihle gases which might become trapped in the jacket 
could escape, The vapor line from the meal steamer to the condenser was 
left closed. This gave the steam which was injected into the steamer a 
longer path before it reached a vapor line leading to the condenser. The 
partial pressure of solvent in the gaseous mixtwe in the second drier 
was not reduced and better stripping of solvent from the meal resulted. 
Water manometers wore placed on iiie steamer, top drier, and the 
condenser. The temperature of the miscella in the settling was allowed 
to reach 70° 0. before tho equipment was started. The expansion of the 
miscella in the tPJik was sufficient to oause tlie tanlc to overflow into 
the still before the still was hot, but no foaming resulted since live 
steam had not been turned into the unit. 
The equipment was started and flakes were fed at the rate of about 
sixty pounds per hour. The flakes were quite thick, averaging about 
thirty-five or forty-five thousandths of an inch. Good extraction could 
not be expected in the tiieoretical extraction time of 35 minutes which 
was being allowed. Since material movement was the important factor at 
this particular time, no attempt was made to control the thickness of 
the flakes. 
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After thirty minutes of operation it was noticed that ttie presmure 
in the top drier was rieinfr, and that tho tension in the chain driving 
the drier screws was increasinp; constantly. Tho plant vfas iuBnediately 
shut dovm» Just as the plant v/as shut dwn the water was blown from the 
iTionometor, ami the pin in the drier driving mechanism was sheared. The 
steam was turned off and an investigation showed that the top drier v/as 
completely frozen and could not be tur-ned even vAien a thirty-six inch 
pipe wrench was used. Tlie meal which was left in tho bottom drier and 
steamer vras removed from the syatom by rotatj.ng the screw3 to prevent 
the meal from cooking and sticking to the side of the hot bube. Diiring 
the period of cleaning; the driers, tiie I'otary valve began bo offer a 
great resiatanoe to tumiiig, finally turning vdth such difficulty that 
the pin in the driving sprocket sheared. The valve v/as dismantled and 
thorouf^lily cleaned. Pino meal had worked botvi/oen tlie s\irface of bhe core 
face and the shell wall causing undue resistance to turning. After 
cleaning, the valve was well lubricated and reassembled. This valve 
was one vrtiioh had been made in the shop of the Kngineerinfr, Experiment 
Stati on. 
The top drier was opened after the equipment had completely cooled. 
It vvas found tliat the open flighting of conveyor at tho ijimiediate end 
of tho solid flif^htinj'; was completely filled with meal whicli formed a 
hard solid core about a foot long and had to be removed vdth a hammer. 
The meal had moved freely from bhe inlet to the drier until the open 
fligjiting v/as encountered. Here it was apparently still wot with solvent 
and perhaps some v/ater. If the steam from the steamer cam© past the vapor 
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outlot, tho v/ater proaent In tho inoal may havo raaulted from the coii-
clensation of steam froiii tho stoamQr or water vapor resulting from the 
moiaturo iri tlKJ flaked heone at the cool spot near the meal inlet. 
Home of the double flif^litiiig (fli{.^htin(5 with long pltoli. Photograph I) 
was hrolcen loose, and tiierofore vvas removed, lliis loft only single 
flighting with a pitch of six inches for a diotajrioe of eighteen inches 
from the end of ihe solid flij^it. Tlrie drier vfas reasaeiiiiled and the 
driving moolianiaini ohoolcod carefully, tlo apparent damage had resulted 
from the hoavy load which it carried for a short time. 
llie tojuparature of tha driers ojul steamer \mB varied by varying 
the steam pressui-e in tlio jacket from 80 to 75 pounds. Air and steam 
woro injected into the ateamer altenaatoly at the various temperature 
lovols in an attempt to determine the steam pi-ossure which v^ould raise 
tho tomperatviro of tiie effluent gas high enough to prevent tlio condensa-
tiou of moisture on the meal. The extractor was not operated and no 
meal -wus fed to the driers. Those exporimenta were conducted over a ten-
hour period and it was decided that fifty pounds gage pressure ivould be 
continued in tlio drier. It v/as advisable to keep the temperature of the 
inside of -dio tube aa low aa possible in order to minimize tlx© pyrolysis 
of the trichloroetJiylene vapors. Tli© equipment was completely cleamd 
and made* ready for the next run. 
Run Mo. 107 
TJ-ie purpose of this rim waa twofoldt (1) to check the operation of 
the top drier after the auxiliary flights liad been reraoved, and (2) to 
establish, if possible, the amount of steEuii which slioiild be iiijocted 
into the ineal Btouiner to inaure optimum stripping of the solvent from 
the jneal, 
'ilie plant was opei-ated for tvjtjiity hours with no ova.dence of plugging. 
Tlie driers aiid stewner aecrned to be filled to about one tliird capfKjity 
throughout tiiQ run with no indication of acoujuulation# 
Immediately after tlio meal began to flov/ from the ineal steamer 
tlirough the rotary -valvo, the dry steam injector was opened and a very 
snail amount of ste&m allov/ed to flovf into the BteB]ner. Ihe v/ater from 
the aolvent-wator separator was measured over a five-hour period lind was 
found to be flovilng; at a rate of ten pounds per hour. IT-iC ineal during 
this -tiiiie contained slight traces of solvent. 
llie stecin vro.s inoroasod slii^chtly during tl-ie next five~hour period. 
Hi© water rate from the solvfent-wator separator durinj^ bids pei-iod was 
fifteen povinda pei' hoivr and the meal was free from solvent. 
'-i-lio stotun lAfaa again increased to twenty pounds per hour, Ihe meal 
was free from solvent but the increased vapor velocity seemed to keep 
Jiioro of tlie fino meal in suspension. It was decided to keep tfio rate 
of dry steam as noar to fifteen pounds per ?iour as possible during 
tl® runs v7l\loh wore to follow, 
'ITie avorapjo rate of feed of "tiiie flaked beejis to the extractor was 
seventy pounds per hour, varying from sixty to eighty pounds per hour. 
The system seemed to be in good condition, end the material move­
ment sufficiently positive to start a solvent loss run, which is recorded 
as Run Wo. 108, Tlie average pressures and temperatures will b© found in 
Table 2, 
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Run Ho« lOB 
The purpose of this run was to evaluate tl'i© solvent loss from tJie 
Bysteiii dvtf'ing continuous opwration. Since the original cost of triohloro-
ethylene is much hip^er than that of other extraction solvents, it is 
evident that the solvent loss must be kept as lov/ as possible. The plant 
was operated for seventeen tod one half hours until equilibrium conditions 
were reached. At this time the "solvent loss" test run -was started. 
The value of all the variables such asi oil content of miscella, 
temperature, pressure, solvait-meal ratio, extraction time and drying 
tiiKie was noted. Those variables were hold us nearly constant as pos­
sible throughout the run. After the tost run began, the weight of all 
the rraterial entering end leaving •tJie extractor was recorded, and exti'eme 
caution to avoid solvent losses was exercised. This procedure was fol­
lowed over a test period of fifty-two hours. At the end of ttiis rm a 
correction was made for all solvent which was removed from the syatem 
diiring the test period, and which could not be legitimately termed 
"solvent loss." The remining solvent, v;hich was lost and unaccounted 
for, was considered to be the legitimate operating loss and was reported 
as per cent by weight of solids fed to the extractor. This method of 
evaluating the solvent loss v/as subject to the following errorsi (l) It 
was impossible to maintain uniform operatinp^ conditions during the test 
period, end was almost impossible to establish identical eq.uilibrium 
ocnditions at the beginning and the end of the test period. Any change 
in the amount of solvent contained in the system between the beginning 
and the end of a solvent evaluation run should be made up by solvent 
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addition, and iiio amomt of the addition oaHed the true solvent loss. 
Tl-iio la only truo when the terminal equilibrium conditions of tlie run 
aro tho seme. (2) Rooauao of the difficulty of tnatohing torninal con­
ditions in tho oyatem, during an evaluation run, the error in calculating 
the solvent loss becomes less as tho rim becomos longer. More moal is 
fed to tho sj'Gtem as the run beoomes longer and tho orror, v^hatover it 
my bo, du0 to difforonoo in terminal oquilihrim oonditiono, becoinGS 
leas per unit weight. 
Tho plant v/ns set up essentially tho sane aa in R\m No» 107 ivith 
three exceptions! (1) The misoella from tho extractor passed tlirouf-h 
4 
an oighty moah Bcrocsi before caataring, tho evaporator (see Hiotograph Vll), 
(2) Wie vapors were removed from the meal dryinfr; system t-hrouph one vapor 
line only. All linos, wore closod except tho ono leading from ttie top 
drier (Figure l) . (S) The settling tank v/as vented to the atmosphere 
throuf)) a one quarter inch pipo about ten foot lonp; instead of vontiiij;;; it 
to the vapor line . The vent lino ms equipped v/ith a pluf^oock so it 
could be opened or closed at will, normally throughout thie run no odor 
of solvent could bo detected at tho end of the vent pipe. Periodically 
the sludf.o v;as drained from tho bottom of tho settling; tank tmd placed 
in a oloBod contaijoer GO that the solvent contained in it which v^ould be 
reooveraVjlo mip;ht be evaluated and siibtracted from tho total solvent 
loss fipuro. Tho misoella from the settling to.nk flovrad by j^favity into 
the strippinp; still, llio oil level in tVie still bottom was naaintainod 
about six inches doop by a hydraulic lojr,. A bleeder valvo was installed 
at tho bottom of this leg r^hioh pormittod tho operator to drain the solids 
from the still bottom if necessary. The dry steam injected into the 
Photograph VII 
Kiscella outlet with 80="39sh seraeca in frame at an angle, 
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strippsr passed through the oil. pool and flowed oounterourrent to the 
solvent-oil mixture vAiich was filming dom tho tubes, 'flie sanie steam 
pressures were used as in the previous run (Table 2). 
OfxBration of the meal driers aiid steamer was begun T::^ usin^; air ua 
tho si/vsepinj^ vapor. After several hours of operation, however, tlie uir 
•was out off oikI dry steam used to strip tho final traces of solvent from 
tho meal. Dry steain was used tlirou^hout the duration of -tJie solvMit-
loss evaluation poriod. 
The oil-solvent lai^tture from tho ubsorptiou to^ver, where the solvent 
vapors in tho noneondeusible gases ivero absorbed, was added to Uie miocella 
from the extractor. A srcall container at tlie top of tho absorber was 
kept full of soybean oil. A aniall stream of oil flowed from this con­
tainer continuously into tlio absorption tower ciid froia the tower to tho 
evaporator wiioro the misctura v.us roprooosaed to recover the solvent from 
the oil. 
Certain difficultios vrere onoountored dvTing the'run. Solids col­
lected in tho misoolla line between the evaporator and tho Bottling tank 
and between tho settling tanlc tmd tlie still, 'ilieso lines were cleaned 
several times during; the run. Priming and fooniint oocurrod in tho 
still. Solids also collectod in the still bottom and in thu oil line 
leaving; tVie still. Tliio accumulation of solids caused stoppin(r, of the 
run after fifty-two hours. At tho end of Uie rim the tubes in botli the 
evaporatoi' and still were oloanod I'emoving a considerable amount of 
charred solids, 
Ilio operation of the rotary valve was the only ineohrmical trouble 
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Y^hich was encountered throuj[;;hout tte v/-hole period* Tho rotating core 
of this valvt) had a tendency to stick and whon thia occurred tho pin in 
the drivQ shaft shearod. It required an a-vorago of about fifteen minutes 
to service and reassoinblo tlio valve. Dvu-ing such perioda th« convoyoi'S 
in tho extractor, moal driers, ujul atoFuuor wore stoppod, lUjd the aystom 
opened. I^liis occwrod six times during tho run and v/as a source of 
solvent loso, 
Dui'inf, the evaluation period three thousand six hundred and forty 
pounds of soyboajis woi'o pi-ooessod and sixty-fotu' and one half pounds 
of aolvonb v/or© added to the q;y'-stem in oi'dor l:o maintain the conditions 
sxioting at tho beginning of tho test period. Tlxe total vjeight of 
v/ator recovered from tho solvent water separator during tlie teat v/as 
nine hundred and seventy pounds. Assuming tJiat this water (teiaporature 
25° C.) vjaa saturated vath solvent, a loos of one and sixty-fivo liundredths 
pounds of solvait vras incurred, lline pcvinda of solvent vjas accoiinted 
for in tho sludge v/b.ich v.ns removed from tho settling tajaJi- and v/as not 
returned to tho system during the tost period. This left fifty-tlireo 
eiiid eiflj\t tenths (53.0) pounds of solveait as an operating] lotss. 'Jhe 
loss of so],vent in the meal tuid tho oil was nef';ligible. 
'ilie follovdnj', f'actora mode the solvc^at loss unnecessarily in 
this test I'uns (1) About one htxlf hour was required to remove the sludge 
fro)ii the settling tank, aid tliis opsration vms nocossary about every 
four Viours . During the time cf removal, the sludf-.e as well as the bottom 
of the settlinji tank v.us open to tho atniosphero t.llov;ing, solvent vapors 
to oscape. (e) The rotaiy valve was removed from the system six times 
for a period of fifteen minutea each* 
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'Ilie follov;ing are data on tho evulmtion tninj 
V.oi£;ht .flokeij fed to extractor 3,640 pounds 
•"I'Voipjht solvent lost 133.0 pouDds 
Thiclcnefja of flukoa uaod l/lG in. - l/8 ini 
Moistiij'o conte)nt of flakes (wet basis) 10 - 14^ 
Vi'oig)it of flakes fed to extractor por hour 70 pounds 
Woight per nejit; of oil in miscolla from oxtraotor 19 - 30 
Vfdi/'jht poi' ciont of oil in extracted meal 
(dry basis) 3.?. - 6 
V/eight per oont moisture in extracted moal 
( v / o t  1 m s i  a )  3 . 0 - 8  
Per conb solvent loss l.dv 
Tlio range in tho variable is givon above ratlior tljan a ainj-lQ or 
ttvor&i.-;o valua. Averaf^o values are [liven in Tablo 2. 
At bhe end of the run samples of miscolla vroro talcen at difforojit 
points clovm tho exbractor tubo. '-Ttie analytsis of tho aamplGB aho-.'/od the 
follov;in[; oil contcntn; 
Miscella outlot 31.5';: 
6 ft. from mi BOO 11a outlet 16,0 
10 ft. from misoella outlot 10.0 
14 ft. from miscolla out; let 6.0 
ID ft. from miscella outlot i) *0 
22 ft. from misoolla outlet 1.5 
29 ft. from miscella ovit let 0.0 
Run Ko. 109 
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In an attempt to overcome goitie of the difficulties vhioh were apparent 
in E.un Mo. 108 and previous runs» the following equipment chanf^es v/ere 
made t 
(1) ITho settling tank, wiiioh was a source of trouble at all times, 
was oondenmed as impractical. Viihile a vei-y large one, having a capacity 
great enough to allow the solvent oil mixture several hours settling 
time mi^t have eliminated the solid accumulation in the stripping still, 
the large inventory of expensive solvent required was considered 
impractical. Filters were considered at this time, but were rejected 
because of the additional problem of extracting the oil from the filter 
cake end recovering the solvent v/hich would be residual after the ex­
traction. For this reason it was decided to Tuako an effort to devise a 
distillation method viiich would handle the solids in the misoella, I'he 
jacketed kettles v^hich formed the bottoms of the evaporator and stripper 
were removed. A piece of six inch pipe, one foot long, was flanged at 
both ends with standard six inch flanges. A half coupling was welded 
in tlie side of this pipe to serve as a vapor outlet. TJie evaporator Avas 
now placed on top of the stripping still and connected to it by the one 
foot length of pipe which will be called the spool piece (see Fi(',\ire III 
and Photograph Vm) , The vapors from both the evaporator and the stripping 
still left the distillation ^sterns throu(!;h the same outlet in the spool 
piece, ^e vapor outlet in the top of the evaporator was closed. The 
misoella entered the system, from the extractor, through the usual liquid 
seal, filined down the tubes of this unit and then dropped into the tubes 
MM 
"•70«» 
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Photograph VIII 
Stripper • 
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of the stripping still* A cover was placed over the vapor outlet to 
eliminate the entraiment of oil particles by the vapor leaving the 
evaporator and still. The vapors which were released in the evaporator 
fell downward toward the vapor outlet throu^ which they were removed. 
The remaining eolvent-oil mixture was heated to about one hundred degrees 
contifrrade before dropping into the stripping still. The remaining 
solvent vapor and the dry steam from the stripping still v/ere forced out 
to the condenser through the same outlet as the vapors from the evaporator. 
Tlie still was not absolutely vertical, but since the oil dropped into 
tho still from a position above the tubes this was not considered to be 
a serious defect. The original jacketed still bottom was removed and a 
jacketed section open at "tlae bottom substituted for it. 'iliis left the 
lower end of the still eniirely open. A liquid seal was maintained by 
allowing the end of the still to dip into a special bucket v;hioh was 
filled -with oil (Figure V and Photografii IX) . ITie solids in the misoella 
oould now drop straight through both the evaporator and the still and 
settle out in the oil pool at the bottom of the still. Tlie settled 
material could be removed from iiie bucket from time to time vfithout 
interfering with the operation of the distillation equipment or wi-thout 
removinf5 solvent from the system. 
(2) The vapor linos from the seoond drier and the meal steamer were 
removed and tte outlets plu{;ged. The vapor line from the top drier was 
left open to carry the vapors from both driers and the neal steainer. 
(3)  The steam trap and condensate line were removed from the still 
and evaporator as it was decided to regulate the jacket pressure by a 
JJGddTjq.s JO puo JG/tVOT 
XI MdTB.t3oq.oiicj 
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bleeder valve. The line through v/hich the misoella flowed from the 
extractor bo the preheator was changed to one half inch in order ttiflt 
the solids v/ould be carried through by a liquid flov/ing at a high 
velocity. 
This run (No. 109) \ms mado to check the plant after the above 
chenges were mde. In particular it was desired to determine the effect 
of allowing the solids in the miscella to pass into the evaporator and 
still in their nevf arrnngement. 
After checking the plant completely all eqidpraent was started. 
The flakes were fed at a rate of seventy pounds per hour, and an attempt 
was made to keep tlio oil content of the misoella about twenty per cent. 
Considerable trouble was experienced with the rotary valve, the core of 
which froze qviite frequently causing the pin to diear. After six 
hours of operation it beoajse apparent that the rotary valve could not 
be made to operate successfully. The plant was shut down and the valve 
removed. In its place was substituted a conical hopper from a cyclone 
separator (Fij^xire IV). 'J-'he meal from the steamer then fell continuously 
into the hopper, and was raaoved periodically from the bottom througii a 
manual valve. It ms hoped tJiat a vapor seal could be nsaintained at 
the end of the steamer end at the same' time the meal succesafully re­
moved from the system. 
The plant was a(!;ain started and operated for a period of twelve 
hours. Several interruptions occurrod durinp; this time. Tho solvent 
level in the upright leg; of the extractor varied over a distance of 
several inches causing erratic flov^- of misoella from the extractor, and 
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a drive f;ee.r was broken. Tiis main points of interest observed during 
this run were the follovdnp-.s 
(1) Tlie hopper attaohed to the end of the meal steewer did not form 
a seal for the solvent vapors. Vapors actually condensed in the hoppor 
wottinp the meal v^^hich vms then discharged tlirough the bottom of the 
hopper. Solvent vapors could be detected around tlie hopper by their 
odor and solvent could be detected in the meal. Sometimes the meal 
built up on the side of the hopper forming a bridge which was very dif­
ficult to removo. '-llio operation of this mo'liiod of removinjr, ttie meal 
from the steamer was verj' unsatisfactory. 
(2) Both air and dry steam were used to svfeep the solvent vapors 
from the meal steamer but both ^vere ineffective. 
(3) Tliere aeomed to bo no accumulation of solids in the evaporator 
and still. The oil was dark in color, but wiih few exceptions was free 
from solvent. TviO or tlirec times large amounts of miscella came from 
the extractor floodinp; the distillation equipment. V.'hen this occurred 
a trace of solvcmt could be detected in the oil. 
At the end of this run the ojratem was left full of f]iikes, 
Rvm Ho. 110 
No changes v;ero made in the equipment after Run Wo. 109. IVie min 
items of interest in this run were to oheok the aooumulation of solids 
in the still and evaporator, and to study the effect of feeding the 
solids, which wore removed from the bottom of the still, back into the 
extractor with the flakes. 
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Tlxe oquipment was operated for a period of eeven hours. After the 
plemt v!aa operating smoothly, the solids removed from tVio bottom of the 
still vrero fed to the extractor at a rate equivalent to thiat at v;hioh 
they acoixniulated in the finished oil* It was found that a marked increase 
in the poroontage of solids removed from the extractor by the misoella 
resulted (Table 3). This indicates that some difficulty would be ex-
• 
perionoed if solids recovered front the oil were continuously fed back 
with fresh fle-kes into the extractor. 
A few simple filtrations were inado using a Buchner funnel. It was 
found tliat the solids v/ere quite difficult to filter from tho oil, while 
the misoella was easily separated frran the solids as it carao from the 
extractor, indicating that the easiest filtration could be accomplished 
between tho extractor and the evaporator. 
After the run was completed the evaporator and still were opened 
for ttxspection. It was found that after twenty-five hours of operation 
those units were still opon and no soriouo plue;f:ins of tho tubes had 
occurred. Ilovievor, a definite deposit of solid imterial was found on the 
inside of all tJi© tubes. Ihis imterial was charred in some places and 
attached very firmly to the tube walls. 
Tlae hopper, which was used in place of tho rotary valvo, was no more 
effective as a vapor seal thoji it was in Run No. 109. The oil from the 
atill was dark in color but fro© from solvent. 
Hun No. Ill 
The plant assembly v/as exactly the eean© for this run as for Pun Ko. 110. 
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Table 3 
PJffeot; of Adding Solids from Still Back to System 
St'inple 
Numljer 
Tims 
takon 
Operating 
conditions 
% solids 
in laisoella 
Ijy T/oliimo 
fo solids 
in miaoolla 
by v/0icJ:it 
1 3:30 PM Normal 6 5.3 
2 5 s 00 Normal 6 8.3 
3 5;25-
5i45 
5 lb. solids 
added per hour 
18 16.5 
4 5:45-
6t45 
5 lb. 00lids 
added \JeT hour 
18.5 17.3 
5 6{45-
Y»45 
5 lb. solids 
added per hour 
20 .0 18.6 
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The strippinp; still wtia iromediately below the evaporator and bolted to 
it. The cyclone separator hopper was used in place of a rotary valve 
to remove the meal from the system. The fact had been proved previously 
that this neans of removinf; the meal from the drying aystem was inefficient, 
but no rotary val-ve, -which would operate satisfactorily was available 
at the time• 
The purpose of the run ms to determine if there was a pressure dif­
ference in the system dependini^ upon 'vihethor the solvent vapors were or 
were not absorbed from' the nonccndensible gases leaving the system through 
the absorption tower• The absorption tower consisted of a six foot 
length of three inch pipe, filled raschig rinf^s. All equipment mis 
vented to it (see Photograph X)• 
Seventy pounds of flakes per hour were fed to the extractor. Tho 
solvent level was increased until the miBcella atronp;th was twenty per 
oent oil» Tliio called for ninety-one pounds of solvent per hour or a 
solvont-moal ratio of one and three tenths. The averaf,o r0adln{^a for 
tho run may be noted in Table 2. 
Vihen the run ms started a continuous flov/^ of abaorbinp, oil vm.3 fod 
to the top of tlie absorpbion column. Wiis flow ws-s directed upon a 
spreader plate which allowed the oil to be equally distributed over the 
entire area of the tcweer packinfr,. Itio plo.nt was run continuously for 
two hours tinder these conditions and tho pressure readings during •this 
period were as follows» 
Condenser 
Drier 
Steamer 
0 in. of water 
in. of water 
"I in. of water 
".'1 J'.# 
Fnotograph X 
General view^ Coadanser and absorption tcsror ere in rear ^eatsr^ 
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oil flow to the absorption tovrer was then stopped arjd the plant 
allov/ed to rm under the same conditions as before except that the non-
condensible gjases were allowed to paas upv/ard -through the packed tower 
in which no absorbing it®diurn was flov/ing. Tliis operation was continued 
for a period of tvio hours. At the beginning, of tills period (for about 
fifteen iiiinutos) the proBsure in the. systerA remained the same as in the 
previoiAS two hour period* It tlien began to steadily rise until a pres­
sure of t?/o inches of v/ater existed in the system. This seemed to be a 
niaxiinum pressure since it vient no higher during the next hour. The oil 
flow >vaa started af^ain ani almost imntediatoly the pressures dropped back 
to tlie same voluos which existed durinp^ the first two hours of operation. 
After one half hour the oil flow to the absorber vma stopped af;;ain, and 
at the end of one hour the presBiures were comparable to the pressures 
listed above under the same conditions. The equipment was shut down 
after f3.ve and one half hours of operation. 
In o[pder to keep the pressure in the system at a minimum it is 
apparent that the solvent vapors muat be removed from the noncondensible 
gases continuously. It is important tJiat the system operate at a pressure 
which approachoa atmospheric. A positive pressure differential between 
the atmosphere nnrl the interior of the extraction system increases the 
possibility of solvent leaks. 
Run Mo. 112 
Tliis run was rrade to check the effect of passing saturated steam 
instead of aviperheated ateaia into the oil-solvent mixture at the bottom 
of the stripping still. After the equipment had been running for a few 
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minutoa and the evaporator and at ill were up to tornperature, saturated 
steam •vvas passed into the bottom of the still. After about an hour the 
oil from tho still beoamo cloudy ond seemed to oontoln water. The steam 
pressvre on the jacket was raised to .forty pomde. The oil cleared up, 
b\it fbeminji; was observed in the sif^it j^lass vdiich v/as installed in tho 
vapor line. TJie pressure -vvas gradually decreased to E5 pounds over a 
period of 'bwo hours, '.riie foaminf; ceased in the si,7,li,t {r,la8s and the 
oiTmlsion again started flo'/dnf, from the still. After six houvR of oper­
ation it was conoludsd that superVieated or dry steam should be used aa 
a ati'ippinc irediuin. 
Rtin No« lis 
T}"ie follo'/dn^ changes and additions in the exti'action equipmsnt 
•were made before Run Wo. 113 v/as bo{?;un • 
(l) It had been quite apx».reint in i)revious runs that the solids 
wliich were entredned in tha miscella could not be handled satisfactorily 
in the tubular typ® ef distillation equipment. It was decided to install 
two filters in parallel. These filters vrere constructed of eight inch 
pipe, thirty inches long. Tlie filterin^^ medium consisbod of a round 
canvas bag, Tyia miscella filtered by pjravity through ttie bags end the 
clear miscella flowed to a miscella storaf'^e tank. From this tcmk it was 
pumped oontinuounly to tlto distillation equipment at a predotermined 
rate, A by-pasa vra.s placed in the miBoella line leadinf^ to tho filter 
80 that the unfiltered miscella oould bo directed to the distillation 
equipment if so desired (see Pi[?;ure V and Photograph XI) , 
•"SZ*" 
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Photograph XI 
FiltorG vd.th mJ.acolla taiik and pump undernoatJi« 
(2) Tho cyclone hopper which had proven unsatisfactory in previous 
runs was removed and a coimneroial rotary valve installed at the outlet 
end of the meal steamer. This valvB v/as driven by a chain from iiie main 
drive shaft wliich ran ijarallol to the axis of tho valve, 
(3) Some difficulty had been encountered in previous runs in obtain­
ing a uniform feed of flekes. This aeomed to be related to tlie fact 
tliat the feed hopper was so located that the flakes entered the extractor 
at the liquid level * For this run the feed hopper was moved back to a 
point where tho flaloes wore fed into tho dry extractor tub© behind the 
jniscella outlet (see Photograph XII) . 
It was also hoped that the fresh flakes v/ould filter soimo of the 
larger solids from tlie misoella^ ttus helping to keep them in the system, 
(4) A calibrated rotameter was installed in the solvent line between 
tlie condenser and the extractor. All the solvent condensed flowed 
directly to the extractor, but tl:ie flovniieter indicated thte ajnount of 
solvent that was flowing. 
(D) In previous i*un8 no provisions were made for continuously adding 
the solvent make-up to componsate for tho solvent which was lost during 
operation* This make-up was added periodically as the oil content of 
the miaoella increased above twenty per cent. A small proportioning 
pump (Hills-McCfinna) v/as installed for this run. The solvent inalce-up 
was added continuously during the run (Photograph XIII)• 
(6) A steam coil containing steam xuider pressure v/as wrapped around 
the short section of pipe connoctinj; the rceal steamer aid the rotary 
valve in an effai-t to pi-avent condensation of moisture above the valve. 
i •*'V 
Photogr^pli XII 
New feed hopp^^^» 
^ . • f •<'^  
C- •/ 1^ ' ••• tlgB 
»> ^  • 
.X •••••?; 
k\ v.. (• .•\"-v 
•;-; 
Photograph XIII 
Gsieral Tiew nlth proporfci cuing ptunp at l-eft© 
(7) T}i0 vii'iolo system-was thoroughly donned and chocked in prepara­
tion for this run» T}i© diotillation equipment and driers v/ere in perfect 
condition. 
An attempt was mado to feed ahout eighty pounds of flakes to tho 
extractor per hour, raintainirig a solvent meal ratio of 1.3 and an oil 
content in the misoella of twenty per cent. After fifteen houre of oper­
ation a "solvent loss" evaluation rvm v;as started. An accurate material 
balance was recorded durin^^ tliis test period which lasted for fifty-five 
hours. Tho plant was operated for a total of seventy hours and no serious 
difficuliy arose throuf;-haut tho v^ole run. The filters handled the flow 
excellently,filtering all the solids from tho miBcolla, There vias plenty 
of time to allov/ the filter to drain, clean it, and insert a new hag 
while the second ooe was filtering;, 'i'he pump was easily controlled, 
pumpinf!; a uniform amount to the distillation equipment at all times. 
Wio rotary valve worked satisfactorily throughout the run. There 
was no tondoncjr for the moal to accumulate above the valve and the core 
of tho vpJ.ve dxaved no Bif:na of freezing as was the case with the first 
valve. 
A more uniform feed of flaltes v/as secured after the feed hopper was 
moved above the solvent level. The mscella leaving the extractor, 
however, carried as nany solids as in previ.ous runs. The flakes apparently 
do not act as a fi.ltor as they pass tlio miscella outlet. 
Til© rotameter vm.B of decided value in indicating the rate of flow 
and the change in rate from time to tinua. The flov/v/ae not always steady, 
but by adding solvent throufih the proportioning; pump on av0yap,e flow was 
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Biain.tB.ined which oorrosponded to a solvent meal ratio of approximately one 
and three tenths. 
ITie ateani coil, vi),ich was installed to heat the section of pipe 
above the rotary valve, v;orked very well» Ho evidence of condensation 
was apparent, and tVie meal did not have a tendency to bridge over or 
accTomulate in that section# Data on t)iis rvui are given in Table 4. 
'itie follov/ing me-U-iod v/ao used to determine the solvent lost, 'llie 
plant was operated until uniform conditiono vraro established, thon with 
the system in equilibrixun the weights of all materials entering ci-nd leav­
ing the system, during a definite tiire interval were recorded. 'il\e 
particles vhich v/ere carried out of the system with the miscella were 
removed in the filters and tJio weifht of this materiel recorded. The 
amount of solvent thus removed from the system was dotornuned, as this 
constituted an appareiit but not a real loss of solvent. For the sarne 
reason a correction was made for the solvent held tii) in the filter end 
in the miscella storage tank at the end of the test period. Tlie total 
wsijrjit of solvent removed from 'Uie system during the evaluation peidcd, 
and accounted for, is [•ivan in Table 4. llie difference between tJiia 
fif;uro and that t;iven for the total amount of make-up solvent added 
during the test j;)eriod v/aa considered as solvent loss. This method of 
calculating solvent loss assuiiBS that operatj.ng conditions at tho 
befr^inninc; and at the end of ilie test period are identical. Sinoo it v^as 
almost impos Bible to operate the pilot plant in such a v/ay that perfectly 
uniform conditions are maintained durinj^, an extended time intervo.l, the 
above tivothod of ovalviHtint?; solvent loss is subject to possible errors. 
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Table 4 
Data for Run 113 
aunibex' of hours of oporation 70 
Number of hours of oparatioii during test period 55 
"Weight of soybeans processed during test period 4,270 lb. 
Tieigi'it of soybeans processed per hour 77,6<i lb. 
Average moisturo content of soybean flakes {% wet basis) 8,5 
Average oil content of soybean flakes {% dry basis) 20,0 
VJeight of meal recovered during test period 3,220 lb. 
Average moistui-e content of moal {% wet basis) 2,7 
Average oil content of meal dry basis) 2,6 
Vv'eight of soybean oil recovered during, tost period 700 lb, 
»Vfd[';ht of wet aolids removed from filters during test period 142 lb, 
T/Veight of oil in solids removed from filters during 
test period 24,7 lb, 
Vuiif.ht of dry fat free meal in solids remo-ved from 
filters during test period 41,3 lb. 
Temperature of meal leaving steamer llS.o'' C, 
"Weiglit of solvent added to system during test period 137.0 lb, 
Vfoight of solvejrb removed from system during test period 
tttid accounted for 100,4 lb, 
Weight of solvent unaccounted for and consiidered aa a 
loss from the system 36,6 lb. 
Solvent loss, based on per cent by weight of soybeans 
processed 0.86/« 
Electric povjer used during; tost period 27,4 k.w,h. 
Stearu ccaaoumption per hour 85 lb. 
Water from solvent water separator per hour 13,5 lb. 
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Tablo 4 (Continued) 
Data for Run 113 
Using one ton of soybeans as a basis, the following fipuros are oal-
oulated as a result of this run: 
Tin© required to extract one ton of soybeans 25.7 hr. 
Yield of oil (asssuminp, rocovery) 352,0 lb. 
Yield of soybean meal (asQuming 5% moisture) 1,560.0 lb. 
Solvent loss per ton of soybeans extracted 17.2 lb. 
Solvent loss, per cent of soybeans extracted 0,Q6fu 
Steaift requii'ed por ton of beans processed 2,200,0 lb. 
Electric power required jier ton of beans processed 13.0 k.w.h, 
vvhen the Gq^viipiasrr'o V:&B taken o.p&rt, after tho run, it was found 
that tho wpor liiio from tho nioal cli'ior to tho condonsor ms partially 
olosod. Tho tube walla in Uie ovaporutor end still showed cvidenoo of 
havlnj: aocumulatod a clmrrod KuhstcancG, 7,liirj j;ubGtanco T/aa not in 
tibundonoe but Vias noticcable. 
lUm Ho» 114 
Tho purp0i30 of thiu run was to invoati gato tl^.e operation of the 
plant •9.1'icn the nxtraotor sorow ras completely filled ivith rlf;kos, and to 
invQstij^'.ato the foaming nrxi priming in tlio still. 
Tha by-paas lino from tho niscella outlet on the extractor to the 
e-mporator was ohan{';ed to a two inch pipe, A ahallow rmming tre.p just 
deep enou[-h to fonA a 0O&I at titrr.ospheric prcsssm-o v.-as placod in this 
lino. Tha pltmt v;a3 started lUitl tlio raiBCGlla fed directly to tho 
evaporator Tdthout pacsinf, throu[';h the filt.or. 'iho fii'st few lainuttjs 
of oporution indicated that soi!ict};in[; waa radically v^rong. Excesaivc 
priininp; ooov.rrod in tho still, building sufficient pveBQu.re to break the 
seal between tho extractor tuid the ovo.porator, allowing;, vapore from 
tho evaporator to come thro\.'[?,h tlie miscolla line into the extractor. 
It v.ua thotirr^it tbf.vt the luiscella flowinf; into 'tiio evaporator tidf.h I, be 
falling; directly into the filming; tubea and porhapa ooncontratiiit;; in 
tvfo or tliree inotead of filming dov/n the ontire tube bundle aa nt should, 
Tho follovdn^; ehan^'jos were inade in an attempt to smooth out the opera­
tion of tho distillation oquipment; (1) A irietal oone v^as plaoec) in the 
top of the evaporator GO tViat the entering ndscrlla could not fall 
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direotly into the tubes, but would have to flow onto the tube sheet and 
then film down the tubes of the evaporator (Figure VI). (E) a deeper 
running trap was placed in the line carrying the miscella from the ex­
tractor to the vaporizer. 
The plant was again started, and almost immediately the san® trouble 
occurred as previously. 'JChe miscella flow from the extractor was 
checked and found to be constant. It ms quite apparent, however, that 
the miscella flow to the evaporator was not constant. The oil leaving 
tiie still bottom was not completely stripped of solvent even though more 
than the usual amount of dry steam was injected into the steaming section 
of the still. The difficulty still seemed to be associated v/ith an 
uneven flow of misoella into the evaporator, coupled with the fact -that 
the miscella was falling from the tubes of the evaporator directly into 
the tubes of the stripping still, and probably was not filming down the 
tubes as was intended. In order to insure filjning of the miscella in the 
stripping still, a cone, similar to that in the evaporator, was installed 
just above the filming tubes of ihe stripping still (Figure VI). The 
cone was placed in such a position that the liquid from the evaporator 
would have to fall upon it and be distributed to -the tube sheet. It 
would then film down the tiibes since the top of the tubes were all level. 
Tlie cone was in such a position that it did not interfere with the vapor 
movement from the unit. Doth the evaporator and the still were checked 
and made vertical. Vdhen vertical the top of the filming tubes in both 
units are level and in a horizo:ital plane. The two inch misoella line 
from the extractor to -the evaporator was changed to a one and one lialf 
i'; '. .: Vi . .;•• -.'.C. ,. ..-.J ,V '/ '®. , ^ • ;-.V > •; J 
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inch line vdth a running trap aliout three inches deep. It v/as thoug-^it 
that the analler line would tend to smooth out tlie flov; since a smaller 
amount of liquid would be t!:irovm into the evaporator when a pressure 
surge occurred • 
'I'he plant was again started and the same pressure changes coupled 
with uneven flow of miscolla to the evaporator v/ere evident in a very-
short time, '-i'he unit was again shut dwm and the one and one half inch 
miscella line changed to a three quarter inch line, Tlie running trap 
v#as inade about six inches deep# After this cliange vms made the unit 
operated with no ap^jaront pressure ohaiiges ard the solvent ms stripped 
frofft the oil leaving the bottom of the still. 
The next objeotiva was to determine the maximum amount of flakes 
whioh could be put through the system in a given time without causing 
undue resistance to the flov^ of solvent which flowed counter current to 
the movement of flakes. Any increase in the resistance to the flov/ of 
the solvent would result in a head of solvent in the upright leg of ttie 
extractor. Since oapaoity was to be increased the speed of the meal 
driers was changed from 4.6 r.p.m. to 5.7 r.p.m. By gradually increasing 
the feed to the extractor until the conveyor was completely full it was 
found that the naximum amount wJiioh could be fed was one hundred and 
five pounds per hour. The increase in the liquid head, in the upright 
leg of the extractor, required to maintain the flow of solvent through 
the system v^en tlia flights of the ecrevr were completely filled with 
flakes, was about one foot. The rate of one hun(3red and five pounds per 
hour was maintained by allovdng the feed Jxopper to remain about half 
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full of flakes at all times* Tlie plant vras operated at this inaximuia 
capacity for a period of fifteen hours. Both the oil end the meal 
obtained were aatiafactory. 
It "was also observed that tlie amount of solids entrained in the 
miacella was less vfhen the conveyor flights wore completely filled with 
flakes. Ifiihether this was a result of running the system full of flakes, 
or wliether a type of floke containing fewer fines was used, was not 
determined. The oil was not as dark in color as the oil obtained in 
previous runs from unfiltered misoella. Ho difficulty arose from 
accumulation of solids in the evaporator and atill, althouj^ an in­
vestigation showed evidence that an acouimilation had started. 
The valve in the vapor line which connected the meal steamer and 
the condenser was opened during the run. The pressure on the system vms 
imfffidiatoly increased by one inch of vmter. Hie valve was closed again 
and the pressure went back to noi'nial. This procedure was repeated a 
number of time a with the same results. 
It is apparent tlmt the misoella feed line to the evaporator, when 
misoella is fed ly gravity, should be a three quarter or one half inch 
line. If there is a preaaure surge, a much eiiialler volume of misoella 
is roleaaod into the evaporator when a sirall line ia used. This smooths 
out the preaaure differences and reaulta in taore uniform and efficient 
operating conditions. 
The cones above the tube sheets in both the evaporator and atill had 
no noticeable effect upon the operation of the distillation equipment. 
It is thou^t, however, that they aid proper filming of the mixture down 
the tubes thus niaking the unit more efficient. 
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The naxiiraim amount of fleikes ivJ.xoh could be fed to the system, 
v/ithout a force feed, seemed to be one hvmdrod and five pounds# This 
rate of feed resulted in a solvent head of oua foot vihen a solvent meal 
ratio of one ard tliree tenths vms maintained. 
Rygi No* 115 
The purpose of this run -was to rocheck the operating conditions 
vjheii the extractor was fed at a rate equivalent to one hundred orid five 
pounds jser hour, and to check operating conditions when the vapors v/ere 
removed from th© center of the top drier instead of at the end. It was 
thought that there inig;ht be a disldnot advantage to this change in vapor 
removal since -tJiere would be countercurrent flow of water vapor from the 
end of the steomer, through the system to tlie point vfhere the solvent 
began to evaporate. 
A tla*eo inch vapor lino was placed in the center of the top drier 
and extended to the condenser, A val-ve ms placed in the line so that 
it mif^ht be opened and closed at vri.ll, A valve was also placed in th© 
two inch vapor line which was located at the end of the top drier. Hhis 
tvi'^o ino?i. line had served as a vapor outlet since th© line from the atoEuner 
was closed (see Figure VII). 
The solvent inlet line which allowed solvent to flow into the ex­
tractor was raised twenty-two inches, lliis change was rcade dx» to the 
rise in head when the extractor screw was filled with flakes. 
As a result of observations made dia-ing the run it was decided that 
the center of the top drier was not a satiafaotory location for a single 
vapor outlet handling all the vapors from the meal driers and steamer. 
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Tlie obser-vations made wore as follows i Wlrien the plant was operating 
at full capacity, the two inch Tmpor line was closed and the three inoh 
lino, v^iich had been installed in the middle of the top drier, vjas 
opened. Tiie pressviro in the system ^vaa immediately increased to fi-ve 
inches of v/ater and remained at that level until the two inoh line was 
opened. Wte pressure dropped to tJaree tenths of one inch with both 
valvBO open. Trtien the three inch line waa closed leaving the -bwo inch 
line open, the pressure remained at five tenths of one inch. It has 
"beon found on several occasions previously that when the vapor line from 
the steaBier was left open, the pressure in the system was hip^her and -Hie 
meal discharged usually contained solvent. On the basis of the above 
observations it Boemied that the proper place for the vapor line, to 
insure optimum pressure conditions, ms at the end of the top drier, or 
generally speaking, at the point in the drying system where the surface 
solvent had just bean evaporated. 
Using flakes varying from l/dZ to l/64 of an inoh, and allowinf^ the 
flakes to feed automatically into the extractor frwn the hopper, the 
maximum capacity was found to be one hundred and five pounds por hour. 
For continuous operation, and in order to avoid raisirij^ the head in the 
uprif;ht leg of the extractor, it would probably be best to operate with 
a feed of one hundred pounds per hour or less. 
The system was operated for a period of fifteen hours. See Table 2 
for observed data. 
Run ItFo. 116 
llie purpose of this run was to dotormine the effoot of feeding the 
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filter sludge Imok into the exbractcr at a rate oansidorably above the 
norjial rate at wliioh it was collocted in the filter bags. In a provioua 
run the sludge •was fed back to the extractor at a rate equivalent to that 
at which it was leavinf^ the unit, and it waa found that tlie fine solids 
thus added were entrained in the iniaoella and carried from the eyatora 
againe It v/as thought that if, instead of feeding the sludge to the 
system at a rate equivalent to its discharge in the luisooll.a, a much 
larger aifvount was fed over a j',iven period, aoino of the fines would 1x3 
entrained witl-i the flakes end carried through the extractor. 
The fine meal v/as a source of trouble from the tirne the plant wag 
started. In flaking the bewis a certain amount of flour ms produced, 
due in part to the use of small diameter flaking; rolls end in part to 
the fact ttiat the moisture content of the beans cannot be closely adjusted 
prior to flakin^^ As a result, in all the runs made on the pilot plant ' 
were used which contained a large amount of fines and flour. As a 
result of tlie method used for removing tho miscella from the extractor, 
practically tlie only mterial which could bo washed from the extractor 
was flovir and vai'y small particles of flake. The solids in tlie miscella 
either had to bo filtered from tlie raixture before stripping the solvent 
from tho oil, or provisions had to bo made to periodically clean the 
evaporator and still if an unfiltered miscella was processed. In prevloua 
runs it v/as shorn that tho solids could be easily removed fi'om the miscella 
by passjnf^ it through a bag filter. As tho inaterial collected in the 
filter contained on api^reciabla amount of oil and solvent some provision 
for recovery was necessary. The easiest way to handle this sludge, if 
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possible, would be to feed it bade into the extractor where the oil 
would be extracted and the solvent recovered from the fine nieal in the 
driers. 
The diameter of the conveyor shaft wlb made larger where the flakes 
fed from the hopper. This was done to decrease the feed to about one 
hundred pounds per hour, Tlie increase in diameter was accomplished by 
wrapping the shaft with narrow leather Ijelting. 
The vapor lino from -the meal steamer to the condenser was removed, 
and the connections closed* 'ITie vapors were removed throu('^i the tv/o 
vapor lines leading from the top drier, Fif^ure VII. 
The filters were used during the run. The sludge, when taken from 
the filter bag, was blended with flakes and fed to the extractor at a 
rate several times greater than the rate at which they v/ere collected in 
the filter bag. 
The plant was operated at a rate of aae htrndrod pounds of flalces 
per hour for eight hours, and tiie solids collected in the filt.er during 
ttiis time wore weighed. This gave a figure for the normal rate at wliich 
solids were being removed from the extractor by the miscella. At the 
end of the eight hours of operation a new filter was put on the line. 
During the next hour of operation thirty pounds of filter sludge blended 
with seventy poimds of flolces were fed to the extractor. Tlie plant was 
then run for three hours at the noriral rate of one hundred pounds of flakes 
per hour. At the end of this time the material collected in tiie filter 
was weiglied. After correcting for tlie normal acoujrailation of solids in 
tlie filter it was found that out of the thirty pounds of slud^^e fed into 
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tljo oxtraotor, tivonty-oipht poiHids hr d vmshod out again and wac found in 
the filter, lliis result was vory significant as it sliov/ed quite con-
olueivoly tliat nearly all the fines entering the extractor were carried 
out by ti-ie rtdscella. Any attempt to filter the miaoella before it leaves 
the oxtraotor would merely coraplioftte matters. If a Belf-cleaning filter­
ing, de-vioe could bo jrade to function at the iniscella outlet, holding the 
filtered sludgo inaide the system, a pluiy, would 800n forin at the feed 
end of tlio oxtraotor. If tho fino porticlea were oloenod from the filter­
ing iiiedium Uiey would become entrained in the miscella again, and would 
bo carried to tho filtering device ^'/horo the cyclo would be rejpoated, 
'lliic would be a vicious cycle ond each j)articl0 v^ould play ita part. 
Whilo thic was going on more fines v/ould bo dddod with thie freuh flalces 
and the acouinulation would increase continuously until a plug oocnarred. 
The real solution to the problem of solid ©ntrairniient in the 
miscella ia to use the proper type uf flaking rolls, and condition the 
beans in such a way ths.t fines are not produced dvo'ln^ the flaking 
operation. 
Conditioninp; tho beans jjroperly v;ould consist of a propor adjustment 
of tomp<3raturo and moisture. liven under the above oonditions some Tines 
would bo formed. It aeems apparent that those fines should bo allowed to 
loave the aystein -ydth the miscella. The misoella should then be filtered 
in a suitable filter before passing to the evaporator PJid still. 
Run No. 117 
Tho equipment for this i\i.n was left tlie aaiue as in Fun No. 116, 
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with ono exception. The dry steam inlet was placed in the end of the 
Btoamer allov/inf; the steam to enter throuj];Ji a port in the blind flioigo, 
rather than through tho ports in tho bottom of the steairer. This ohan^e 
was -Tftde to prevent excess agitation, and prevent the fine flour from 
heini5 suspended in -the vapor and carried to the condenser. 
Tho purpose of the run was to af;;ain evaluate solvent loss from the 
system when operated continuously. The oil content of the miscella v/as 
held as close to twenty per cent as possible. Flakes were fed at the 
rate of one hundred pounds per hour and a solvent meal ratio of approx-
iiJiately one and three tenths was maintained. 
After the system was operated for three hours, dry steam was fed 
into the meal steamer -throuf^h the new port in the hearing flange. Steam 
was iretered to tho strtpping still iramodlately after the miscella flow-
had started. After the system had been running- ten hours an increased 
pressure (abovit four inches of water) was observed. It vrtis found that 
the oil flow to the absorbing colum had stopped. Tliis flow was started 
ap;ain and the presswo dropped to normal. This happened again after 
tvmlve hours of operation. After fifteen hours the drive pinion on tho 
uprif;ht sorew came loose requiring a ohutdovm of thirty minutes vdiile 
repairs were made. This upset the equilibrium which had been attained, 
so it was decided to operate a few more hours before starting the 
solvent-loss evaluation. 
After twcffity hours of operation a plup occurred in the top of the 
uprifj-it extractor leg. This was the first time a plug had foi*n»d in 
this section of the system. The plug was cleared away and the unit was 
in operation again.after fifteen minutes. 
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Wie solvent level seemed to be abnormally hiph in the upright log 
of the extractor. Several times during the rim flakoe entered the 
solvent line to the extractor causing tho flow to oease. Tiie solvent 
then accumulated in the -water separator and eventually overflowed through 
tho viater line. This would indicate that the liquid level was at least 
tv/enty-two inches above -the noi'mal or theoretical level * After tViirty-
nine hours of oporation a plug occurred between tho second drier an^i the 
steamer. Investigation shovired the meal to be wet indicating condensa­
tion in tliis unjacketed section. The plug was removed and operation 
resumed. 
After forty-two hours of operation the rotary valve plugged. In­
vestigation here showed that the meal was wet from condensation. Tlie 
valve regulating the steam flow to the coil, which ms wound around the 
pipe section between the valve and the steamer, was plugged. The valve 
was opened and operations resumed. 
Forty-ei^it hours after the run had started a plug of wet sticky 
material formed directly under the vapor line in the center of the top 
drier. Apparently condensate from tlie vapor line was naming back and 
wetting the meal, 'ihe excess moisture was probably due to the fact 
that high moisture content flakes were being fed at that time. 
After fifty hours a plug occurred in the same spot as before, under 
the vapor outlet in the top drier. Tlie run was stopped at tliis time 
since poor operation was preventing a test run from starting. 
Upon opening the top drier it was found that the meal was v/et and 
that the flighting was bent. Tlie bending probably occurred after the 
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plug had foruiGd and rosistance to rotation 'beoame great# The bent 
eeotion was ropairad and t!;ie oonveyor placed in position. It was found 
that the vaxjor line at this point was almost closed vdth meal. The 
•vapor line at the eaid of Hie top drier had accumulated some ineal, but 
was open sufficiently to allov/ -vapor passage vdthout undue resistence. 
All the flakes fed the unit during tJ-iia run wore screened over a 
fourteen mesh screen to remove as many fines as possible. Tide ma to 
decrease the amount of sludge which would normally accumulate in the 
filter. Even after soreeniiig there was quite a -roluirie of sludge to 
handle • 
Hotas on operation: 
Number of hours of operation 53.0 
I'lieight of flakes fed 5141.0 
Weight of flal<es fed per hour 07.0 
Sludge in filter per one hundred pounds 
of flakes 3.0 
See Table 2 for record of average pressure and temperatures. 
Run No. 118 
Before beglnnine Run No. 118 the following equipment changes vrere 
madej (l) The three inch vapor line in the middle of the top drier -was 
removed and the opening plugged. The two inch vapor line at the end of 
the drier was removed and replaced -with a three inch line. Figure YII. 
(2) In order to reduce the rate of flake feed to -the extractor from 
one hundred pounds per hour to about eighty-five povmds per hour a 
second piece of belting was -wrapped around the conveyor shaft where the 
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flakes entered 'bhe extractor from the hopper. (3) The conveyor in the 
top drier was removed and a section of the lonp; pitch fllKhtinn; vAiich 
had been bent in such a my as to easily impede progress of the meal vfas 
taken away. 
Aa in -the previous run, the flakes were screened over a fourteen 
mesh incli.ned screen. The screen was made to vibrate automatically by 
attachinff, an eocentrio and an electric motor. 
Ihe equipnent was started and the nan bejjan in the normal manner. 
TTie dry steam was bled into the stoomer at about the same time flakes 
be^an to flow to the extractor. Dry steam ma livirned into the still as 
soon as the jniscella pump was started. 
The onlj*- difficulty experienced during this run was the periodic 
increase of solvent head in the uprif^ht leg of the extractor. The solvent 
level would rise above the sif^t glass from time to time snd would allow 
flakes to enter the solvent inlet line, Ihese flakes caused the line to 
plup, whicli VB.S a constant source of trouble. A number of times the line 
was removed and solvent lost witiiin the sight f^lass or below it for a 
period of twelve hours. At this tinie the level went above the f,la8s for 
a period of about two miinutes, shovm at point D, and tv/o and one half 
hours later it wnt above for tv/o more minutes, shorm at E. The feed 
rate was returned to eighty-five pounds per hour at F and no more trouble 
was encotmtered during the remainder of the run. 
The solvent loss teat period was started after ten hours of oper­
ation, and continued for a period of forty-seven hours. Tlie plant was 
operated for a period of thirteen hours after the solvent loss period 
was ended. The average normal operating data are recorded in Table 2. 
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Solvent I0G8 data are p-iTren in Table 5. 
Table 5 
Solvont Loss Data Rvm. 118 
y/cirht of solvent added to syptem 
Weight of solvent removed in filters 
y/aif!tit of solvent removed in condersed steam 
VJeight of solvent drained from system 
Kstjjnatod r/eig:bt of trl. . in oil 3915 lb. x 0.14y> » 
Estimated weifjht of tri. in moal of ?03P lb. = 
Total weifi'bt of solvent accounted for 
V'ffiif^ht of solvent unaccounted for 
IVeifrht of flnkea processed riurinr'- test period 
Per cent solvent loss 
Wei{i'ht of flaJres fed during entire run 
Averago rate of feed 
Average per cent of solvent in oil 
Average per cent of solvent in meal 
Weight of extracted moal 
Oil content of meal 
179.02 lb, 
64.70 lb, 
1.80 lb, 
52.70 lb, 
5.50 lb 
15 .20 
139.90 lb 
39.72 lb 
3,915 lb 
1 .OK 
58.10 lb 
83 lb 
0.14-
0.50 
3,039 lb 
2.0=!? 
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It "vvas decided to plot the rise end fall of the solvent level in 
the upright leg in an attempt to find out what was causing the varying 
rosicrbonce to the flow of solvent through the system. The sij^ht glass 
in the extractor leg was eight inchas lonj^. Tlie rise and fall in this 
iV;lass v/as plotted every five minutes beginning about twenty-four hours 
after the run was started (see Curve No. 2). The method of feeding the 
flajkBS to the extractor oonsistod of dumping fifty pounds of flakos into 
tliO hopper and allowing tlie hopper to 1)600)116 empty "before dumping another* 
lliQ tiJDQ of dumpiiig, and the time tlie hopper was empty af;ain were plotted 
directly above 'Uie rise and fall chart. It is interesting to note that 
the poak or higliest point in the solvent level rise occurs periodically 
ajjd in almost every instance at intervals equivalent to tlie time required 
for fifty poxinds of flates to enter the extractor, reaching a. poak when 
the hopper is about one half empby* 'Jhe peaks in the curve at points 
one to nino inclusive are such high points# It vrould seem that these 
elevations in solvent level were a fiuiotion of the method of feeding. 
About six hours after the start of operations (point A on the curve) 
the flake level in tho hopper was placed at about one third tl-ie height 
when containing fifty pounds# The level immediately dropped and stayed 
within the ai^it i^lase for about four and one half hours» when it went 
above tlie £;^.ass for about ton minutes (point B) • It again fell into the 
glass and stayed at about four inches for over two hours, at which time 
it vient above the eight glass ao.d reirained for more than one hour. Tli© 
flake feed was tlien lowered to seventy-five pounds per hour (point C)« 
Thie level dropped and remained down, except for three short time inter­
vals, for the duration of the run. 
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ITie solvont lose i'ir.xu-e of ono tind ono liundredth per cent is hip'.hor 
than ono v/ould expect in a oonufiercial plant of a higher capacity since 
it if3 very difficult to malio an aoourate solvent loss dotormination on a 
small cnpncity unit, Tlie per cent loso v/ill decrease as the oapncity is 
increased nine© tlio loss is baaed on the v^Gi^ht of raw rraterial fed to 
the oxtractcr. It is not improbable tbat a lipvire of IORS than five 
tenths per cant would be attained in a plant hoTl.np; a captAoity of iwenty 
tons or more per day. 
Run No« 119 
The object of hhis run was to obr.ervc operation 'Ahen corn perms were 
fod to tlie system. Several tons of rRec-banically processed corn »erm8, 
contaminated with fiber and staroh as a result of the niochanical separa­
tion, wore exti'actod. 
'Kiore were two equipraont chanpjes made prior to this rm. A solvent 
storap.o tank vras tastallcd. Tl\e solvent from the water separator v/as 
directed to tbio atoraf,e tanlc instead of directly to the uprir,ht I015 of 
tho extractor, A small frear pump, with a suitable by-pasa, was installed 
to pump the solvent to tho extractor at a uniform rate« A flovraeter was 
placed in the lino in order that a uniform rate of flow oould bo main-
( 
talnod (see Fifture VIIl)» T)ie second cbanf^e consisted of an additional 
space for stoam distillation of tlie oil, (see Piopire IX). Tlie trour^ 
which was previously used aa a seal at the bottom of the still was removed, 
and tho orip;inal bottom roplaned. Tho oil was broufrht out of tho bottom 
tViroufih a lep; into a second steaming; aeotil on filled wi.th raschip rinps 
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for 0. or Gir^^itoen inehos. Tlic vepors v.'ore removed tlroi-v-li the 
san'c vf'por line e.s tVie vapors tho evaporator nnrl the ctill. 
T'jie corn ntarcli, oncl fiber had previoiiFly boen rolled in u 
rolller vaill xirLo thin particlca. ITony of Uio particlos vvero quite fine, 
liowever, al;out forty por cont pacaiYi^; r. fovirteoji ir.eah Gievo. 
'Iliis ipxiterif ] , as rooeiwd, vroo fed to tlio GD'1;rac*,tcr at u rate of 
sevor Ly-fi vo poimds per I, our. After two arxlono half hours of op rati on 
the extractor le{;. vvas coinplotoly fillod with aolids nnd "vvould no lonf.er 
rotate. Solvent fed into the ayntoio at tho opposite ond v/ovild not flov/ 
throui;!'! tliO tiA'bo filled x-rith menl, tut woisld only roico tho solvx>nt Icvol 
in i I'.c uprif,li" tnbe. -the miit was Blnrt d cv/n o ry,l tlio oxtrac l.or norov.r 
reraovffd. T!'e fir.f) rro-tcrir.! hr.d fojnr.cd n solid plup, for roveral feet 
doT-T the ortraotor tube berinnirf r.t tbo liquid Icvol. T!".e v.hole syrstom 
vm.a cleaned m'd •{•he sci"ev;a roplacod. 'iho unit v?o.r! placed ir operation 
again to see if a duplication of tho previous trouble v;ould ocenr. Aftor 
throo hours of oporation the samo thinf; occurred for the noeond ti!i'.o, 
Tho Vv^iolo nyctem rmr. o.j';aj n clecnod by pullin"' tho Ecrev/s from the tubing. 
It secmod quite obvious that the f-jjic starch and small perticlos in tho 
raw niaterial were cauoivif; tho troublo. It was decided thot tlie only 
way iJiQ plont could bo operated with this ii;atorial was to screen the fines 
ov\b and only prooooR tho cctirsor pKri.icles. A fourteen meeh screen vja& 
Uiiod. to to)'o tho separation, about forty per cont of the niaterinl passing 
throu(!-h t}ic sci'een, 
'Hie coarse naterial was thon fed to tho extractor. Tlioro was no 
troublo in matorial handlinp as long as the norsoned ineterial used. 
The average normal operating oonditions Tnay be fotmd in Table 2 with a 
separate summary in Table 6. 
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Table G 
Summary of Data on ibctraction of Corn Gorms 
Dui'atlon of ran (continuous) 4.7 hr. 
Wui^ht of mterial fed to extractor 3,525 11:. 
Rate of food to extractor 7D lb,/hr. 
Bulk density of jriutorial fod to exti'actor 17.15 lb,/c.u,ft, 
l-ioiabui^e lii rav/ iiaterial (vmt baciG) 5.0^^ 
Oil content of feed 19,85^^ 
v7eit';ht fjf solvent hold up per pound of dry 
fat free ineal 1.05 lb. 
Avera;!;e oil content of meal from extractor 1»QQ% 
1Voi(!;ht of filter sludpe 368 lb. 
Oil content filter sludp^o 12.1'j^ 
Volatile matter in oludgo AZ,Q% 
Average oil content of miseella 15.0;^ 
Solvent content of oil O.Hi 
111© oil from -tiio still seejtied quito dark in color. Tlie refining 
loss waa quite hie)i, running as hitrh as nineteen per cent on Gonie samples. 
'Hie free fatty acid value ms also hl|.^ior than norml, 
'Wxe major portion of the solids vjhich vjas entrained In the miscella 
Rtul trapped in the filter was starch. A idsual examination indicated 
about nLnety-five por cent of ilie filter sludge to bo starch, Tliis seemed 
to bo a Tory convenient vmy to recover the starch whioh is normally lost 
in a mechanical separation process and at the same time recover the oil 
from the corn geinn. Several hundred pounds of this filter sludge was 
taten to the Leader Iron V^orks in Decatur, Illinois where a series of 
filtering; tests were iiado. It v.as decided that an Oliver filter would 
work splendidly ?,n c onjunction with the extraction system when inochanioally 
prooQsaed com germs were extracted. 
Run Ho. 120 
Hie equipment arrangement was left the sajre for this run as for 
Run Wo. 119 (see Fig;i^res VIII and IX) • ITio vapors were removed from the 
driers throuj^ the three inch line v/hich was located at the end of the 
top drier. This seemed to be the optimum location for the vapor line, 
'11)0 proheater and still v/ere in the same position as proviouslyj and the 
additional still, which v^s added before }Jo. 119, v/as left in the system. 
Tl-ie filters were used, and the misoella which v/aa pumped to the distilla­
tion equipment was free from solids, Tho solvent was iratered to the 
extractor tlirou£;Ji a flow ineter at a constant rate. 
It seemed tiiat the equipment arrone;emont, as outlined above, approached 
•"US'" 
that T/hlch would be used in a commeroial extraction plant. The purpose 
of this run was to give this arrangement a thorough test. The previous 
solvent loss runs indicated that an extraction plant using trichloro-
ethylene could be operated with a sufficiently low solvent loss to make 
the solvent and the system commercial. 
The system ran continuously ydthout a diutdown for one hundred and 
one hours. The solvent n»al ratio was maintained a little higher than in 
previous runs in order that a lower oil content miscella would floiv from 
the system. This was an attempt to change the gravity gradient in the 
system so that a lower oil content meal would be obtained. This goal 
was reached as the average oil content of the raea^l was one per cent. The 
liquid level in the upright leg of the extractor was higher than in 
previous runs, because of the increased solvent meal ratio, but it was 
consistent. The higher level resulted in a shorter drainage space for 
the meal and also resulted in the meal carrying more than ei{^t tenths 
pound of solvent per pound of dry fat free meal to the drier. 
Toward the end of the run the solvent-meal ratio was decreased and 
the oil content of the miscella allowed to rise to about twenty-two 
per cent. This was an opportunity to observe the effect on the oil con­
tent of the extracted meal. It was found that the oil content of the 
meal increased sliarply as the oil content of the miscella increased. 
This indicates that the extraction length or extraction time is a little 
too short, sinoe it might be advisable to operate with a twenty or twenty-
five per cent miscella in order to decrease distillation costs. 
At the end of the run the still bottom was removed and the whole 
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diatination unit inspected. The bottom contained some solids, whioh 
were probably lost to the syatom while changing filters, and also a 
small amount of a tarry substance. This may have been polymerized oil, 
phosphatides or perhaps a soluble protein which had precipitated. 
Tlie vapor line was free from solids at its junction with the drier, 
but the horizontal section was about half full of fines. Tlier© was only 
a veiy smsill amovint, an estimated one pound, in the condenser. 
The pressure on the system was equivalent to one half inch of water 
throu|.^out the whole run. The average temperatures and pressures are 
given in Table 2, with a summftry of data in Table 7. 
Run Ho. 121 
It was decided to change the position of the condenser and increase 
the siae of the vapor line from the meal drier. The condenser was placed 
horizontally in the sajre plane as the second drier (see Figure X) and 
the vapor line leading to the top drier was iiade of five inch pipe. This 
position of the condenser was designed to allow the system to operate at 
atmospheric pressure or perhaps a slight vacuum, while the five inch 
vapor line would keep the vapor velocities so low that no meal would be 
carried to the condenser. Hie vapors were also condensed on the outside 
of the tubes instead of on tVie inside as in all previous runs. 
The plant was operated continuously for a period of twelve hours 
with no trouble of any kind experienced throughout the xoin. The water 
from tlie condenser leaving through the solvent-water separator was checked 
continuously for solids and none wore found. Ihe solvent water interface 
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Table 7 
Material Balenoe — Run 120 
Length of rtui 
VIeight of fl&kss fed to extractor 
Flakes fed to extractor per hour (average) 
Moisture content of flakes (average) wet "basis 
Oil content of flakes (average) dry basis 
Weight of meal fran extractor 
Moisture content of meal (average 
Wei^t of meal frora extractor (dry basis) 
Oil ocKitent of meal from extractor (average) 
dry basis 
Weight of oil in extracted meal 
ViTeight of oil from extractor (total) 
Viieight of sludge from filters (total) 
Volatile in sludge 
Oil content of nonvolatile sludge 
Weight of dry solids in sludge 
Weight of oil in sludge 
Weight of dry fat free solids in sludge 
WeigJit of dry fat free solids in sludge corrected 
to 815 per cent moisture (vret basis) and 21.84 
per oent oil (diy basis) 
Per oent of original feed reaching filter 
Condenser water used per hour 
Temperature of condenser water 
Total power oonsuinsd (extractor) 
Power per ten of beans processed 
Steam oonsiwned per pound of flake a 
101 hr«, 8 min* 
8,550 lb. 
82.56 lb. 
8,5';2 
21 
5,904 Ibi 
Zfa 
5,786 lb. 
1% 
57.86 lb. 
1,553 lb. 
394 lb, 
55,4fo 
31.2?S 
175.7 lb. 
54.8 lb. 
120.9 lb. 
155.33 lb. 
1.86f„ 
990 lb. 
11° C. in, 30° C. out 
55 K.W.H. 
13.1 K.W.E. 
1 lb. 
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wao also free from meal indicating; no meal -me carried to the condenser# 
The pressure on the driers and steamer was zero inch of water, and the 
pressure on the condenser was one fourth inch of water vacuum. 
This would indicate that the condenser should be placed in the same 
plane or below the drier, 'ilie vapor outlet should be of sufficient gisi© 
that the vapor velocity is not increased as it enters the vapor line but 
it slightly decreased, allowing emy entrained solids to settle back into 
the drier. 
ITie following is a summary of the data collected. Average readings 
may be seen in Table 2« 
Length of run 12 hr. 
TFYei^ht of flakes fed to extractor 1,020 lb. 
Weight of flakes fed per hour 85 lb. 
Moisture content of flakes (wet basis) lOjS 
Oil conterri; of flakes (dry basis) 
Oil content of misoe11a 
Zlfo 
16% 
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DISCUSSION 
In oonotinaoting a continuous, counbercurrent, caintorgravity extrac­
tion plant for the extraction of oil from the soybean, using triohloro-
othylono ao a solvent, it is racoiuraended that the equipmsnt be urran^ied 
as in Run No. 121, *Che flow sheet shown in Figure XI is the recommended 
sequence of material flow« 
Til© flakes enter the system througli the feed hopper. Figure XI, 
and are moved throu^ tho extractor tube ajid upright tube by rotating 
solid flight screw conveyors. The extracted maal saturated with solvent 
falls by gravity from tlio upriglit screw into the horizontal drier. The 
size ond number of tlxose drier sections will depend upon the capacity of 
the plant in question. The last drier section is called tl-ie steamer 
because dry steam is passed into this section to sweep the solvent vapors 
from the syatem. The driers end steamer are fitted with ribbon flight 
conveyors, except at the aectiono of meal transfer. At -tiieoe sections 
tho ribbon flifdit io replaced with solid flight or at least a wide ribbon. 
Tills solid fligh't will bo placed on the conveyor into vdriich the icieal 
transfers. The extracted and dried meal will ba released from the steamer 
by means of a suitable rotary valve, 
Tlie vapors fraa the driers and steamer should flow through a vapor 
line without increasing their velocity to a rate high enough to carry 
entrained solids to a condenser. This condenser is independent of tiie 
condenser which condenses the vapors from the evaporator and still. The 
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condensed vapors are then separated in the water separator, ond the 
solvent returned to solvent storage. 
Freeh solvent from the Bo3.vent storage is pumped througlri a flowmster 
to the uprifjht lop, of tho extractor. The solvent flows throu^,h the 
extractor counter current to -the movement of hean flakes end emerges as 
a solvent-oil mixture (misoella) near the feed hopper. It then flows 
to a raw misoella storage from vJiich it la pumped through a floivmeter 
and suitable filters to a filtered misoella storage. Prom filtered 
misoella storage it is pumpod throupjrt. a flowmeter to -tive evaporator and 
still, from which the product pure oil emerges. 
Steam ia injected into the still at its bottom, "J^he solvent and 
water vapor from the still ond the solvent vapor from the evaporator are 
condensed in a condenser independent of the drier and steamer condenser. 
The oondenaed vapors are then separated in a water separator and the 
solvent returned to storag©. 
» 
All of the equipment is vented through proper vent lines to an 
absorption tower where a suitable means of recovery of the solvent vapors 
from the noncondensible gases is employed. This may be an absorption 
system of some type or miii^ht be a refrigeration system. 
All the heat transfer equipment should be lagged and a maximum of 
fifty pounds stesm pressure carried on the driers and steamer, and a 
maximum of twenty-five pounds carried on the evaporator and still» 
Photographs XIV to XX, inclusive, show additional views of the 
experimental equipment. 
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fblVdr |n 
Fhot.ogr&ph XIV 
End view of di'iors ami steamer» 
rhotogrs. f i i  P7 
]^isc6lla outlet 
B 
Photograph 
Jiir>etion of the two extrector tubes ? 
Phctogrfeph Ivm 
Genaral risw during construction 
' If w»>.; 
Thotograph XVIII 
Driving mochaniara of upright extractor ficrow 
Photograjij XIX 
G«3(nei*&l view. 
RiotoKrsLDh jJi O *• 
Double flight conveyor. 
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CONCLUSIQNS 
1, Trichloroethyleiie is an excellent solvent for soyljoan and corn 
oil extraction. 
2. Triohloroethyleno does not excessively corrode iron wh«ti -used 
as a aolvent in a closed exti-aotion system extracting oil froni the 
soytean. 
S. Trichloroethylone is easily kept neutral or basic when used as 
a solvent in a closed extraction system extraoting oil from tlie soybean. 
4. It is possible to keep the solvent loas vdthin eoonomic com­
mercial limits v/hen trichloroethylene is used as a solvent for soybeans 
in a closed extraction ^stem. 
5. The extraction plant as set up in the last run is suitable for 
the extraction of the oil from soybeans when triohloroethyleno is used 
as tlie solvent. 
6. The soybeans should be made into flalces having a mxiimim thick­
ness of fifteen thousandths of an Inch for maximum extraction in minimum 
time * 
7. '-The beans should be tempered by adjustment of moistxo'e and 
temporaturs before flaking. Tliis tempering makes the bean more plastio 
and reduces the fine flour to a nixilJuua. 
8. The misoella should bo filtered after it leaves the extractor 
and befcsre it enters the evaporator. 
9« The filtered miaoolla should be pumped contirmously and at a 
uniform rate to the evaporator* 
10. The vapor lines from the evaporator and still should be large 
enough to keep the vapor velocity low. This prevents entrained oil from 
carryinp; to the condenser. 
11. The live steam diould be injected into the meal steamer at a 
point above the meal level In the steamer. 
12. T]-i0 vapor line from the meal driers to the ccndenser should be 
largo enough, to keep the vapor velocity low. This prevents fine meal 
from carrying to the condenser. 
13. All heated or jacketed equipment, including vapor lino, should 
be well lagged to prevent condensation of solvait cmd water in the system. 
14. Tlie vapor from the driers should exit to -ttie condenser througji 
one end only one vapor line. This line should be located at a point in 
the drying system vihere the surface solvent has just dried from the meal, 
15. The solvent metered to the system should be pumped continuously 
and at a known rate. The conditions in the system must be kept constent 
for efficient operation. 
16. The condenser, which ooeadenses the vapors from the meal driers 
and stoBmer, should be tept at about the sams level as the steamer or 
lower. 
17. The amlytical processes given are sufficient to properly con­
trol the plant when in operation. 
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SUMMARY 
1« Triohloroethylen© is a satisfactory solvent for tlie extraction 
of oil from tha soybean. 
2. the extraction system as arranged in Run Wo. 121 is entirely 
satisfactory for the use of trichloroethylene as a solvent in extract­
ing the oil from the soybean if proper analytical control is practiced. 
3. No other continuous, oounterourrent, coiaiterKravity extraction 
system knovvn is suitable for the use of trichloroethylene as the 
extracting medium. 
4. The flow sheet aa (^lown in Figure XI and discussed under the 
chapter "Discussion" is recommended as one to follow in constructing an 
extraction plant for the extraction of the oil from the soybean using 
trichloroethylene as the solvent. 
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